Amendment date: 30 August 2017
1.

Title of measure

Nimmie-Caira Infrastructure modifications proposal

2.

Proponent undertaking the measure

NSW

3.

Type of measure

Supply

4.

Requirements for notification

a)

Date by which the measure entered
into or will enter into operation

The measure will be operational by 30 June 2024.

Must be before 30 June 2024

b)

Confirmation that the measure is not an
‘anticipated measure’
‘Anticipated measure’ is defined in section 7.02
of the Basin Plan to mean ‘a measure that is part
of the benchmark conditions of development’.

Yes
It is a new project (not already included in the benchmark
conditions).

c)

NSW agrees with the notification

Yes

5.

Surface water SDL resource units affected by the measure
This measure identifies all surface water resource units in the Southern Basin region as affected units for the
purposes of notifying supply measures.
The identification of affected units does not constitute an agreement between jurisdictions on apportioning
the supply contribution, which will be required in coming months.

6.

Details of relevant constraint measures
Not directly linked to constraint measures but implementing the Murrumbidgee constraints management
strategy (see separate supply measure notification) will provide outcomes that are complimentary to this
Nimmie-Caira infrastructure modifications supply measure.

7.

Date on which the measure will enter into operation
The date by which the measure will enter into operation is 30 June 2024.

8.

Details of the measure

a)

Description of the works or measures
that constitute this measure

This measure involves the conversion of the existing floodwaywetland-channel operations into a low maintenance, low
operational requirements, fill and spill arrangement. Under this
proposed arrangement water will be delivered to ecological
assets via the natural flow paths (creeks and floodways) that
occupy the lowest elevations across the landscape, rather than
the extensive channel system developed for agricultural
purposes.
The proposed arrangement provides for the effective and
efficient watering of ecological assets
and values by:
a) retaining levees that constrain the lateral extent of the
floodways and wetlands, where appropriate; and
b) re-engineering existing embankments that have been built to
store water in the floodways, which have resulted in the
formation of the major wetlands at the site, including:
i.
lowering of the embankments and
ii.
the installation of overtopping spillways that are
engaged as a component of a fill and spill operation
of the wetlands.
The location of proposed modifications is shown in Figure 12 in and
described in Section 3.3.1 of Attachment A.
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b)

Capacity of the measure to operate as a
supply measure

Yes

‘Supply measure’ is defined in section 7.03 of the
Basin Plan to mean ‘a measure that operates to
increase the quantity of water available to be taken
in a set of surface water SDL resource units compared
with the quantity available under the benchmark
conditions of development’.

c)

Geographical location of the measure

The Nimmie-Caira forms part of the lower Murrumbidgee
River system located north west of Balranald in southern NSW.
The Nimmie-Caira comprises the southern floodplain area of
the Murrumbidgee River near the confluence with the Lachlan
River that is generally dominated by lignum shrubland, and is
adjacent to Yanga National Park.
See Section 1.1 and Figure 1 in Attachment A.

d)

Spatial data describing the inundation
extent associated with the operation of
the measure

The inundation extents associated with the four different
levels of watering are described in section 3.3 of
Attachment B. This extent has been modelled and is
described in Appendix D of Attachment C.

e)

Representation of the measure in
the MDBA modelling framework

An adjusted benchmark model for the Murrumbidgee was
developed by NSW DPI Water in consultation with the MDBA.
All NSW Murrumbidgee projects were then incorporated into
the adjusted benchmark model.
The measure is further represented in the updated
benchmark model as detailed in Attachment D and as
described in Attachment E.
Modelling of the measure by the MDBA will be based on this
work, with changes to how the measure is represented in the
framework detailed in Attachment C.

f)

Representation of each operating strategy
in the MDBA modelling framework.

This measure proposes the establishment of an environmental
watering demand for the Nimmie-Caira area (via Maude Weir
and the Waugorah regulator) for four different levels of
watering, each with different target frequencies, as described
in Tables 11 and 12, in section 3.3.2 in Attachment A.
To provide for improved outcomes in Yanga National Park (see
separate supply measure notification: Murray and
Murrumbidgee Valley National Parks SDL Adjustment Supply
Measure), additional flows through the Nimmie-Caira area to
Yanga National Park are proposed, as described in Tables 3 and
4 in Attachment D.
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Executive Summary
In 2012, the NSW and Commonwealth Governments entered into an agreement to purchase the
land and water associated with the Nimmie-Caira irrigation area, returning the water to the
system for ecological outcomes, and the land for both productive use and ecological outcomes.
The objectives of this agreement are being delivered by the NSW Government through the
Nimmie-Caira System Enhanced Environmental Water Delivery Project (the Project).
This SDL adjustment supply measure, the Nimmie-Caira Infrastructure Modification Proposal
(the Proposal), informs the Nimmie-Caira System Enhanced Environmental Water Delivery
Project.
Prior to European settlement, the lignum shrublands of the Nimmie-Caira were inundated as a
result of regular natural flooding along the lower Murrumbidgee system. From settlement to the
1970’s the area was used for grazing. However, from the 1970’s the area was progressively
developed for irrigated agriculture and land use intensified significantly. Developments included
the clearing of floodplain vegetation and construction of irrigation canals, regulators, levees, and
embayments for the storage of water and flood irrigation of crops.
This Proposal provides for the re-configuration of the Nimmie-Caira water delivery system and
landscape to service the ecological requirements of the area. The current system of water
delivery was designed and developed for an irrigation outcome. The system can be reconfigured
to supply the ecological assets of the area more effectively and efficiently, and with reduced
ongoing funding compared with that afforded by the current arrangements.
The proposed reconfiguration of the Nimmie-Caira system involves using existing natural creeks
and floodways together with key elements of the existing infrastructure to provide water for the
environmental values of the area. In so doing, it is proposed that a watering regime can be
implemented that will significantly enhance the environmental values of floodplain wetlands,
creeks, and floodways. The proposed infrastructure arrangement minimises the use and
maintenance of irrigation channels and maximises the return on the use of environmental water.
The proposed arrangement provides for enhanced ecological outcomes, by providing an
appropriate watering regime for environmental assets and values including:
•

existing lignum, red gum and black box communities,

•

rehabilitation of some lignum areas that have been lost through irrigation development,

•

Small and medium sized fish,

•

Colonial nesting waterbirds, and

•

the threatened Southern Bell Frog

These outcomes can be achieved within the existing Project budget through:
•

limiting the use of the irrigation supply channel system through use of the natural creeks
and floodways to minimise ongoing maintenance and operational costs, and

•

limiting capital costs through selective reconfiguration of existing infrastructure.

ii NSW DPI Water, August 2015
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Capitalising on existing infrastructure will allow environmental watering needs to be met
efficiently by adapting existing embankments across the existing floodways to increase the
extent and duration of inundation, but limiting the lateral distribution of water to areas where
environmental values are located and where floodplain rehabilitation is most effective.
It is proposed that the capital costs of works set out in this business case are equally co-funded
as an SDL Adjustment and via the overarching Project and can be designed and constructed to
enable operation prior to 2024. Responsibility for operation and maintenance arrangements
beyond the life of the Nimmie-Caira Project will be determined as part of the Nimmie-Caira longterm Land Management Plan.
In addition to the benefits within the Nimmie-Caira, the proposal also provides for more efficient
and effective watering of Yanga National Park ecological assets and values by enabling the
delivery of water to areas that are difficult to reach through the existing flow paths in the Park
without overwatering areas closer to the main supply point from the Murrumbidgee River for the
Park (Yanga regulator).
The proposal provides for the integrated watering of the Nimmie-Caira area and Yanga National
Park through four natural flow paths comprising Waugorah Creek, Wendouree Floodway,
Eastcourt Floodway and Lower Uara Creek. This proposal, together with works proposed as part
of the “Murray and Murrumbidgee National Parks Water Management Works” supply measure
form an integrated proposal for the whole Lowbidgee area south of the Murrumbidgee River.
Following more detailed investigations, it is not proposed to pass any significant volumes of
water through the Nimmie-Caira area specifically to target increased flows to the Murray River,
as this is likely to significantly reduce environmental outcomes locally, and only produce minor
improvements for environmental outcomes in the Murray Valley.

iii NSW DPI Water, August 2015
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Proposal details
Benchmark

Base
Proposal

Base Proposal including
optional rehabilitation
areas

Lignum

6,300 ha

9,818 ha

18,221 ha

Red gum

Negligible

2,379 ha

2,379 ha

Black Box

Negligible

5,869 ha

5,869 ha

Vegetation watered in Yanga via
Nimmie Caira

Negligible

Up to 8,500
1
ha

Up to 8,500 ha

Estimated long
term water
demand

Expected long
term water
demand for
Nimmie-Caira
project area

38GL/ year

65 GL/year

90 GL/year

Expected long
term discharge
from NimmieCaira project
area to Yanga
National Park

Negligible

19.5 GL/year

23 GL/year

Net long term
water use
within NimmieCaira project
area

38GL/ year

45.5 GL/year

67 GL/year

Proposal construction cost - Equally
co-funded from the Project and SDL
Adjustment Mechanism

$9,000,000
includes 50%
contingency

$9,500,000

Proposal operation and maintenance
cost (preliminary estimate @ approx
2.5% of construction cost)

$250,000 /
annum approx

Vegetation areas
watered (within the
Nimmie-Caira
project area)

1

Refer to the Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley National Parks SDL Adjustment Project

iv NSW DPI Water, August 2015
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background to the proposal
The Nimmie-Caira forms part of the lower Murrumbidgee River system located north west of
Balranald in southern NSW (Figure 1). The Nimmie-Caira comprises the southern floodplain
for the Murrumbidgee River near the confluence with the Lachlan River, where the river
diverts from its predominantly western flow direction to a southerly direction, before its
confluence with the River Murray upstream of Robinvale. The floodplain area is dominated
by lignum shrubland that supports significant colonial nesting bird rookeries. Prior to
European settlement, the lignum shrublands were inundated as a result of regular natural
flooding along the lower Murrumbidgee system. Following settlement and up to the 1970’s
the land was increasing used for grazing. From the 1970s the area was developed for
irrigated agriculture and land use intensified significantly. Developments included clearing of
floodplain vegetation, and the construction of irrigation canals, regulators, levees, and
embayments for the storage of water and flood irrigation of crops.
The context for this Nimmie-Caira Infrastructure Modification Proposal within the broader
Nimmie-Caira Enhanced Environmental Water Delivery Project is set out in the following text
box.
A Phase 1 Feasibility Assessment was undertaken for a Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL)
adjustment involving improved land and water management through the Nimmie-Caira area.
The feasibility assessment was endorsed by the Sustainable Diversion Limit Adjustment
Assessment Committee and has progressed to this Phase 2 business case. More
information on the SDL adjustment mechanisms under the Murray Darling Basin Plan
follows.
Features of the Nimmie-Caira including the existing floodways, wetlands, creeks, water
supply channels and their relationship to Yanga National Park are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Nimmie-Caira area
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1.1.1 SDL adjustment mechanism
The Murray Darling Basin Plan seeks to limit consumptive water use within the Murray
Darling Basin at environmentally sustainable levels. The Basin Plan has identified and set
out the long-term average SDLs for both surface water and groundwater resources. The
Basin Plan proposes a SDL for the Basin surface water resources as a whole of
10,873 GL/year. This SDL requires the recovery of 2,750 GL/year of water for the
environment from 2009 conditions.
The Basin Plan also provides a mechanism to adjust the SDL through supply measures that
provide equivalent environmental outcomes using reduced volumes of water. These supply
measures often require the investment of capital in infrastructure that enables efficient
watering of ecological assets to achieve the associated adjustments to the SDL.
To ensure proposed measures achieve equivalent environmental outcomes, each proposal
undergoes assessment. This is referred to as the environmental equivalence test. In addition
to an environmental equivalence test, the Basin Plan sets other safeguards that a SDL
adjustment must meet. These include:
•

limits on the overall scale of change to the Basin wide SDL (no more than 5%)

•

no change to reliability of supply for consumptive users

•

limits on changes to selected Basin Plan environmental outcomes.

The equivalence test, developed by a CSIRO-led consortium in consultation with Basin
governments, uses preference curves, and a rules-based approach for combining these
curves to determine an environmental outcome score (MDBA 2014 for more details). For an
SDL adjustment business case, environmental outcome scores are compared for two
scenarios:
•

the implementation of the reduction in diversions under the Basin Plan (an average of
2,750 GL/year) – the Benchmark

•

a package of supply measures and a lower amount of water recovery for the
environment (increased SDL) (i.e. the proposed conditions with the supply measures
in place).

The text box below describes how these two scenarios will be modelled, and also the
conditions that were present in the Nimmie-Caira area prior to implementation of the Basin
Plan (the Baseline).

12
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1.2 Defining the proposal
The Nimmie-Caira Infrastructure Modification Proposal (the Proposal) is a supply measure
and informs the over-arching Nimmie-Caira System Enhanced Environmental Water Delivery
Project (the Project). This Proposal includes three separate but interconnected elements:
1. watering the Nimmie-Caira floodplain for environmental benefits within the
government acquired land,
2. reinstating connectivity to parts of the Fiddlers-Uara creek and floodplain system that
has been alienated by local irrigation development and reduced occurrence of
overbank flow events, and
3. watering parts of the Redbank South area within Yanga National Park – south of the
Murrumbidgee River.
These elements will be achieved through works to modify the existing infrastructure, and
implementation of an improved environmental watering regime.
Co-funding of capital investment in infrastructure is proposed through the Project and the
SDL Adjustment process. Sufficient funding is available through the Nimmie-Caira System
Enhanced Environmental Water Delivery Project to deliver approximately 50% of required
investment.
As previously discussed, water savings and ecological outcomes associated with the SDL
business case projects are being assessed through the hydrologic modelling undertaken for
the Basin Plan. The Basin Plan hydrologic modelling documents the watering demand and
regime under baseline (2009 levels) and benchmark (with return of 2,750 GL/year)
conditions. Proposals are modelled to assess the implications of the adjusted watering
regime on both the SDL and the ecological outcomes. The SDL adjustment process must
provide equivalent or improved ecological outcomes relative to the benchmark conditions,
which assumed 2,750 GL return of water to the environment. It is therefore self-evident that
following any SDL adjustments, the watering regime must provide improved conditions
above and beyond the baseline conditions (i.e. 2009 levels prior to the recovery of water for
the environment).

1.2.1 Baseline conditions
The purchase of land and water entitlements for the Nimmie-Caira area occurred in 2012,
i.e. after the baseline conditions taken at June 2009. Accordingly, the baseline conditions
adopted for this business case are those that were present for the majority of the past 30
years (approximately) during the period of irrigated agricultural land use. While some water
was made available for the environment, the area inundated, and the volume, timing,
frequency and duration of watering did not provide sustainable ecological outcomes for the
region. While some water was used for ecological outcomes such as supporting colonial
waterbird breeding events, the breeding events relied heavily on replacement foraging
habitat provided by irrigated land. The combined environmental and agricultural use of water
was equivalent to an annual average of 173 GL/year.
Under baseline conditions, water was diverted into the Nimmie-Caira system through
regulators located near Maude (“controlled diversions”), or via overbank flows in larger flood
events, and moved westward towards Tala Lake on the southern Redbank floodplain. Since
the 1980s, an extensive channel network with bays and regulators has been built to manage
internal flows and allow the delivery of water to specific targets including stock and domestic,
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environmental and agricultural assets. Diversions into the system were highly controlled and
volumes reaching floodways and rookeries were determined by landholder management
decisions, under a tiered watering regime.

1.2.2 Benchmark conditions
The benchmark conditions represent those that would have occurred had the Basin Plan be
implemented (i.e. return of 2,750GL/year to the environment) and do not include any change
to the ownership and operations of the Nimmie-Caira as a result of the Project. The
reduction in water use has been assumed to occur in the same proportion across all existing
water users, and the benchmark modelling has reduced the controlled diversions in the
Lowbidgee area by the same proportion as all other water users in the valley.
However, the Basin Plan explicitly targets increased flows to the Lowbidgee area, and the
benchmark modelling has generally been configured to represent this increase.
However, the configuration of the modelling has prevented the additional environmental
flows targeted for the Lowbidgee area from being diverted to the floodplain for environmental
purposes. This has resulted in an unusual scenario where, apart from some minor increase
in overbank flows, the water use in the Lowbidgee area has been reduced in the same prorata manner as other water users in the valley to represent water recovery, with increased
flows targeted to the Lowbidgee area for environmental purposes being provided but,
retained in the river and not distributed to the floodplain. .
The net result is that the Lowbidgee area receives less water under the benchmark
modelling than in the baseline scenario, and the increased flows being targeted for the
Murrumbidgee River system (river and floodplain) are, in large part, flowing through to the
Murray River.
For the purpose of this Phase 2 SDL adjustment assessment, the benchmark assessment
represents only that limited watering that could have been achieved for the Nimmie-Caira
environment under the agricultural management arrangements that existed prior to the
purchase of land and water entitlements in the area. This is equivalent to the annual
floodway watering that was undertaken each year, known as “Tier 1B” watering under the
tiered access system that operated before the land and water purchase. The benchmark
modelling estimates this to be 38 GL/year, on average.

1.2.3 Proposed adjustment
It is anticipated that through the application of appropriate infrastructure and management,
as outlined in this business case, equivalent or better ecological outcomes (than that
occurring under the Baseline and Benchmark watering) can be achieved for the
Nimmie-Caira.
It is estimated that the Proposal will require at least 46 GL/year, and up to 67 GL/year on
average to optimise environmental outcomes for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga areas. This
means that the Proposal will require more water than the previous Tier 1B water assumed to
be made available to the environment under benchmark conditions.
This business case includes an additional optional arrangement that provides significantly
improved ecological outcomes for the Nimmie-Caira using a higher water demand than the
core proposal. The additional option provides for the watering of the priority rehabilitation
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areas identified by Biosis (2014;2015a) in their ecological assessment of the Nimmie-Caira.
The increased ecological outcomes and water use associated with both the core proposal
and the expanded proposal can be assessed against the ecological benefits downstream in
the Murrumbidgee and Murray River system associated with the retention of water in the
Murrumbidgee River as modelled under the Benchmark scenario.
The proposed works associated with this SDL adjustment business case are co-funded
under the Nimmie-Caira Enhanced Water Delivery Project, are relatively simple, are largely
contained on public land (managed by government) and can be implemented before 2024.

1.2.4 Proposal Interdependency with Yanga National Park
The proposal provides for the integration of watering between the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga
National Park. It is proposed that Yanga National Park be supplied water from the NimmieCaira through four natural flow paths comprising:
•

Waugorah Creek

•

Wendouree Floodway

•

Eastcourt Floodway

•

Lower Uara Creek

Prior to the purchase of land and water in the Nimmie-Caira area, Yanga National Park was
only supplied water via existing regulators on the Murrumbidgee River at the northern end of
the Park. Additional water could be supplied via the existing irrigation supply channel
network through the Nimmie-Caira (e.g. South Caira channel), but only when it was not
being used to deliver water for agricultural purposes. The works proposed in this business
case will enable this additional supply to be delivered via the natural creek and floodway
system through the Nimmie-Caira. The proposed flow regime for the Nimmie-Caira area will
naturally result in discharge to the Yanga National Park, with the timing and occurrence of
such water delivery aligning with watering requirements of the vegetation communities in
Yanga National Park. It is proposed that an integrated watering arrangement be
implemented to service the joint needs of the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park to
optimise the use of water for beneficial environmental outcomes.
While the project does not include the delivery of water to Yanga National Park via the
existing irrigation supply network, it is not proposed that the irrigation network be
deconstructed. It is proposed that the existing irrigation channel network be mothballed so
that it could be recommissioned if and as required to support any future watering objectives.
For the purpose of this business case the water use and spatial extent of inundation set out
in this business case focuses on and documents the watering requirements and the
ecological assets and outcomes for the Nimmie-Caira. The benefits accruing to the Yanga
National Park associated with integrated watering from Nimmie-Caira and improved
structures and operations within Yanga National Park will be detailed in the Yanga National
Park element of the Murray and Murrumbidgee SDL adjustment business case.
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2 Ecological assets
2.1 Description of the ecological assets
2.1.1 The Lower Murrumbidgee River floodplain
The Nimmie-Caira, Redbank and Fiddlers-Uara systems are part of the semi-arid lower
Murrumbidgee River floodplain (the 'Lowbidgee'). The Lowbidgee is the Murrumbidgee
River's major wetland system (Kingsford & Thomas 2001) and is shown in Figure 2. The
floodplain is estimated to be 350,000 hectares but the extent of regular inundation has been
reduced through flow regulation and water use and through floodplain developments that
have limited overbank inundation.
The Lowbidgee is recognised as a nationally important wetland in the Directory of Important
Wetlands in Australia (Environment Australia 2001) and is also a hydrological indicator site
in the Murray Darling Basin (MDBA 2012). The Lowbidgee is also significant for migratory
birds under several international conventions and agreements. Recent work has indicated
the Nimmie-Caira unit of the Lowbidgee meets seven of the nine Ramsar listing criteria
(Biosis 2015b).
The Lowbidgee floodplain has been variously divided into administrative, natural resource,
hydrological and water management units by various authors and government agencies. The
Nimmie-Caria, Redbank South and Fiddlers-Uara are recognised by the NSW government
as natural resource management (NRM) units that derive their names from local creek and
distributary channels systems that take water from the Murrumbidgee River onto the
floodplain (Figure 2).
The Nimmie-Caira system has been identified in the MDBA (2012) report “Assessment of
environmental water requirements for the proposed Basin Plan: Lower Murrumbidgee River
Floodplain” as an area that has important habitat features with several key wetlands and
rookeries connected by a system of floodways. Several studies have shown that the system
of floodways and wetlands provide important breeding areas and refuges for waterbirds.
Protected floodways are located through the Nimmie-Caira. These floodways represent the
lowest elevations across the Nimmie-Caira and discharge into the Redbank South area
associated with the adjoining Yanga National Park. Uara Creek and Fiddlers Creek to the
south of the subject area are abandoned courses of the Murrumbidgee River (paleo
channels). The Uara Creek and Fiddlers Creek have high elevations and as a consequence
have ecological values associated with lower occurrences of inundation than the floodways
and associated values of the Nimmie-Caira.

2.1.2 The study area and ecological values
The study area is limited to the government owned land (approx. 85,000 ha), mostly located
in the Nimmie-Caira NRM unit (Figure 3). However this SDL adjustment business case has
included an assessment of and the implications for adjoining lands including:
•
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Public land areas of the Fiddlers-Uara NRM unit (e.g. Yanga Nature Conservation
Reserve) that are defined as water management units by Office of Environment and
Heritage
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•

Public land areas on the south-eastern bank of the Murrumbidgee River in the
Redbank NRM unit (i.e. Yanga National Park) that are defined as water management
units by Office of Environment and Heritage.

•

Protected lands to the north of the Nimmie-Caira management unit (Nap Nap
Paddock wetland and Nap Nap Swamp).
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Figure 2. Lowbidgee NRM units
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The study area excludes:
•

freehold land that supports environmental assets, flow paths of Fiddlers- Uara and
natural lakes

•

areas where it is not considered possible to deliver water via the Nimmie-Caira
system

•

areas of public land in Yanga National Park that are not in the NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage (OEH) water management units.

The following overarching water-dependent ecological assets occur in the business case
study area. These are the focus for defining ecological assets, the scoring of ecological
elements (used in the scoring of ecological equivalence tests) and setting of ecological
objectives and targets:
•

riverine and floodplain forests, woodlands and shrublands

•

sedgelands and freshwater marshes

•

natural channels, creeks and billabongs

•

natural quaternary lakes

•

created aquatic habitats

•

colonial waterbird rookery and foraging sites

•

nationally and state threatened flora and fauna populations.

The terms environmental asset, ecological asset and habitat type are used interchangeably
but essentially they are tangible assets that meet the criteria for identifying an 'environmental
asset' as set out in the Basin Plan (refer Figure 3 for details). The Water Act 2007 (cwlth)
defines environmental assets as including water-dependent ecosystems, ecosystem
services, and sites with ecological significance.
The water-dependent environmental assets of the study area include aggregations of
vegetation communities (Figure 4), threatened species and hydrological features.

2.1.3 Vegetation communities
Vegetation communities present in the study area can be classified as:
1. Lignum shrublands
2. River Red Gum forests and woodlands
3. Black Box woodlands
4. Mid-floodplain shrublands (inundation tolerant)
5. Marshes and sedgelands
6. Irrigated cropping land
7. Regenerating flood-dependent native vegetation.
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2.1.4 Threatened species and communities
The SDL study area supports a range of wetland-dependent threatened taxa and ecological
communities:
•

important populations of the nationally threatened Southern Bell Frog (Litoria
raniformis)

•

breeding and feeding habitat for two nationally threatened waterbirds Australian
Painted Snipe (Rostratula australis) and the Australasian Bittern (Botaurus
poiciloptilus)

•

the nationally threatened Greater Long-eared Bat (Nytophilus corbeni) is considered
likely to occur and would feed over wetlands

•

breeding and/or feeding habitat for nationally listed migratory waterbirds or species
listed under international agreements

•

a large population (10,000s) of the nationally threatened floodplain plant Mossgiel
Daisy (Brachyscome papillosa)

•

suitable habitat in Nimmie-Caira wetlands for the nationally threatenned Silver Perch
(Bidyanus bidyanus) and Murray Cod (Maccullochella peelii); these species are more
likely to occur in the Murrumbidgee River and larger creek systems

•

potential habitat for other nationally threatened inundation-dependent or floodplain
flora including Floating Swamp Wallaby-Grass (Amphibromus fluitans), Winged
Peppercress (Lepidium monoplocoides), Menindee Nightshade (Solanum karsense)
and Slender Darling Pea (Swainsona murrayana)

•

breeding and feeding habitat for the NSW threatened Freckled Duck (Stictonetta
naevosa) and the Blue-Billed Duck (Oxyura australis)

•

the NSW threatened bat Southern Myotis (Myotis macropus) is considered likely to
occur and feeds predominately over wetlands and water bodies

•

the NSW threatened Lower Murray Aquatic Ecological Community.

2.1.5 Hydrological features that provide habitat
The hydrological features of the study area can be classified as:
1. natural quaternary lakes (deflation basins)
2. natural river and creek channels and low lying floodways
3. irrigation channels
4. floodway borrow pits
5. ground tanks.
Although a number of these features do not meet all the Water Act and Basin Plan criteria
for environmental assets (for example they are not near-natural or natural ecosystems), they
do achieve the definition of an ‘environmental asset’ under the Basin Plan (Figure 3) as they
provide critical habitat or refuge for wetland biota or facilitate connectivity between natural
systems on the floodplain.
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Figure 4. Water-dependent environmental assets of the SDL adjustment study area
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The environmental assets of the Nimmie-Caira can be spatially defined and support distinct
groups of taxa that warrant conservation and that will benefit from the provision of
environmental flows (Table 1, Figure 4).
In the context of an SDL adjustment business case, environmental assets need to be aligned
with a description of ecological values and 'ecological elements' to allow for an
environmental equivalence test by the MDBA during the adjustment process. Twelve
ecological elements from broad vegetation, waterbird and fish ecological classes are used in
the equivalence test to represent the range of biotic flow requirements (Overton et al. 2014):
•

bitterns, crakes and rails

•

general abundance and health – all waterbirds

•

breeding – colonial-nesting waterbirds

•

breeding – other waterbirds

•

woodlands: River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)

•

forests: River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)

•

forests and woodlands: Black Box (Eucalyptus largiflorens)

•

shrublands

•

tall grasslands, sedgelands and rushlands

•

benthic herblands

•

short-lived/small-bodied fish

•

long-lived / large-bodied fish.

The spatial extent of ecological elements for SDL equivalence testing has been established
using spatial data and area scaling factors. This is referred to as ecological element scoring
and the extent of these elements is measured using an aggregation of various datasets
(Table 2, Figure 5).
The description of environmental assets adopted during previous work in the Nimmie-Caira
(Biosis 2014) can be readily aligned with the ecological elements method that underpins the
equivalence test for proposed supply measures. This alignment is shown in Table 1.
The link between our descriptions of environmental assets and the equivalence test
ecological elements has been established based on the use of habitat at any point in time
across variable inundation patterns, e.g. bitterns, crakes and rails may use Black box
woodlands during periods of inundation when a well-developed sedge-rich understorey is
present. It should be noted that the ecological elements methods does not consider frogs
and this may be an important consideration given the Lowbidgee is a stronghold for the
nationally threatened Southern Bell Frog (Litoria raniformis).
The spatial and type accuracy of ecological elements from the Lowbidgee benchmark
scenario will require further investigation and alignment with the environmental assets
identified by Biosis (2014) in Figure 4 prior to an equivalence test for any supply measures.
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Figure 5. Ecological Elements benchmark spatial data from MDBA
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2.2 Objectives for ecological assets
The Nimmie-Caira area is part of the Lowbidgee floodplain. Specific watering objectives
have been established for the Basin Plan and the Lowbidgee floodplain. Land and water
management plans are also being developed for the Nimmie-Caira that reflects local social,
environmental and economic objectives. This SDL adjustment business case reflects the
objectives and desired outcomes of both the Basin Plan and the Nimmie-Caira area.

2.2.1 Basin-wide objectives
The Basin Plan provides a coordinated approach to water use across the Murray Darling
Basin and has been developed under the Water Act 2007 (Cwlth). It aims to provide
integrated management of the Basin water resources in a way that promotes the objectives
of the Water Act 2007. In the context of a healthy working Basin, the Basin Plan contains
four high-level environmental objectives/outcomes (MDBA 2011, pp. 22):
•

to protect and restore water-dependent ecosystems of the Basin

•

to protect and restore the ecosystem functions of water-dependent ecosystems

•

to ensure that water-dependent ecosystems are resilient to risks and treats

•

to ensure that environmental watering is co-ordinated between managers of planned
environmental water, owners and managers of environmental assets, and holders of
held environmental water.

The Basin-wide environmental watering strategy builds on the Basin Plan and is intended to
help environmental water holders, Basin state governments and waterway managers plan
and manage environmental watering at a Basin scale and over the long term to meet the
environmental objectives of the Basin Plan. It sets out the expected outcomes (at a Basin
scale) that should be achievable with the environmental water; and efficient and effective
strategies to achieve them. In doing so, the environmental watering strategy also sets out
the MDBA’s best assessment of how four important components of the Basin’s waterdependent ecosystems - river flows and connectivity; native vegetation; waterbirds; and
native fish - are expected to respond over the next decade.
At a finer scale, the Basin Plan Environmental Watering Strategy sets out 22 subsidiary
environmental objectives. The MDBA has used these detailed objectives to determine
ecological targets, environment water requirements and ultimately Environmentally
Sustainable Level of Take (ESTL) for the basin as a whole. The Basin-wide ecological
targets seek improvements in:
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•

flow regimes including the following flow components; cease to flow events, low flow
season base flows, high flow season base flows, low flow season freshes, high flow
season freshes, bankfull flows and over bank flows

•

hydrologic connectivity between the river and floodplain and between hydrologically
connected valleys

•

floodplain and wetland types including the condition of priority environmental assets
and priority ecosystem functions

•

condition of the Coorong and Lower Lakes ecosystems and Murray Mouth opening
regime

•

condition and diversity of native water dependent vegetation
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Caira report (See Appendix A2). Lignum shrublands, black box woodlands, and river red
gum forests and woodlands are the dominant vegetation types within swamps and floodways
in the Nimmie-Caira, and are therefore the focus of the determination of watering
requirements. Environmental water demands to support fauna requirements are also
summarised in Appendix A2.
The preferred flow regime for each hydrological feature is presented in Table 6. This table is
based on the preferred watering regime for each of the ecological assets set out in Appendix
A2. Where defined, the minimum frequency and minimum duration have been used to
determine the environmental water demands for a given hydrological feature.
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3 The SDL adjustment proposal
This chapter describes the baseline, benchmark and proposed watering regime for the
Nimmie-Caira. The Chapter also sets out the works required to enable the proposed
watering to occur and to optimise the watering outcome for the Nimmie-Caira and adjoining
Yanga National Park.

3.1 Baseline conditions (pre-Basin Plan)
3.1.1 Water use under the baseline conditions
The baseline watering that was present for approximately 30 years over the period of
irrigated agricultural land use did provide for some ecological outcomes for the landscape.
These outcomes were founded on the natural topography and vegetation communities of the
land. However the ecological outcomes were also largely a consequence of the irrigation
system and its operation.
The irrigation system was established based on the harvesting and use of supplementary
water (Figure 6) through controlled diversions from the Maude Weir pool. This water was
harvested from the Murrumbidgee River and used to pre-water crops in large irrigation bays.
The embankments on the floodways were initially installed to spread water across the
landscape and in later years used to both create ‘head’ to drive delivery of water though the
channel system and to store water for subsequent use. These embankment storages
increased ponding and maintained large and healthy lignum shrubs in some areas, while
other areas were alienated and lignum health deteriorated. The storages and their large
lignum shrubs, such as Eulimbah Swamp, became rookeries and nesting platforms for
colonial nesting waterbirds, for which the area has become renowned. However it was not
just the water within the wetlands that was necessary for the success of bird breeding
events. Breeding events were also supported by replacement foraging habitat that was
created when irrigation bays were watered.
As a consequence water stored and used in the Nimmie-Caira served both irrigation
requirements and ecological (lignum and colonial nesting bird) outcomes. Watering also
supported populations of Southern Bell Frog with permanent water in creeks, borrow pits
and ground tanks providing critical refuges during dry periods. It is therefore sometimes
difficult to separate and account for water used for irrigation separately from that which
provided an ecological outcome. The same unit of water sometimes provided two such
outcomes. This combined environmental and agricultural use of water was equivalent to
173 GL/year of long-term demand.
However, despite the water use providing some ecological outcomes, the timing, frequency
duration and location of water did not provide for the effective protection and management of
all ecological assets of the area. For example, lignum areas were reduced to make way for
irrigation, much of the lignum is in poor condition, and many species of small and medium
sized fish have been lost from the landscape. Furthermore, very little water made it through
the irrigation system and floodways to Yanga National Park, or returned to the
Murrumbidgee River.
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Figure 6. Schematic of Nimmie-Caira existing water delivery system
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Under baseline conditions, water entered the Nimmie-Caira system through regulators
located near Maude, or via overbank flows in larger flood events, and moved westward
towards Tala Lake on the southern Redbank floodplain. Since the 1980s, an extensive
system of storages, channels, regulators and irrigation embayments has been built to
manage flows within the Nimmie-Ciara region and allow the delivery of water to specific
targets including stock and domestic, environmental and agricultural assets. Diversions into
the system were highly controlled and volumes reaching floodways and rookeries was
managed through landholder management decisions, under a ‘tiered’ watering regime (refer
Section 3.1.3 below for details).
A good representation of the historical watering of the Nimmie-Caira over the past 30 years
is provided by the Water Observations from Space spatial dataset developed by Geoscience
Australia (2014). This dataset, based on an analysis of approximately 30 years of Landsat
satellite imagery, identifies the percentage of times that surface water was observed across
the landscape in satellite imagery. The watering regime applied to the landscape for the past
30 years during the period of irrigated agriculture is shown in Figure 8.
The image shows that water was most often observed in the irrigation bays. The lignum in
the floodways was not often watered. Only Eulimbah Swamp received and held water at
near the occurrence of the irrigation bays.

3.1.2 Supplementary water
Supplementary water is available for diversion into the Nimmie-Caira area from the
Murrumbidgee River when available, and these controlled diversions are the main source of
water. Historically, most of the supplementary water has been available between July and
November but smaller volumes were also made available at other times in the year (Figure
7). The availability of supplementary water is dependent on rainfall and tributary inflows to
the Murrumbidgee River and through spill events from upstream storages.

Figure 7. Average monthly volume of water diverted from Maude Weir from 1980‒2008
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Figure 8. Results of the Water Observations from Space analysis undertaken by Geoscience Australia (2014)
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This harvesting and storage of supplementary water and irrigation practices supported the
rookeries and enhanced the opportunity for colonial nesting waterbird breeding events in the
area despite broader floodplain modification and wetland loss in the Lowbidgee.

3.1.4 Hydrological features watered
Based on historical diversions from the period of intensive agricultural production (1980 –
2012), and long-term modelled behaviour, an analysis of the baseline conditions revealed:
•

Tier 1A allocation (5,000 ML) would have been available in 93% of water years,

•

Tier 1B (45,000 ML) would have been available in 75% of water years,

•

Tier 2 cropped paddocks would have received water (94,000 ML) in 46% of water
years

•

Tier 3 land would have received water (33,970 ML) in 43% of water years.

Based on the water distribution rules and past practice, the following comments can be
made about the watering of the hydrological features across the system:
•

Ground tanks were filled twice every calendar year. This has occurred for 93% of
years.

•

Floodways received water once a year in up to 75% of years under Tier 1B watering.
Water was regularly stored in the floodway storages (Eulimbah Swamp, Suicide
Bank, Telephone Bank etc.) and that some water was passed through the floodways
from one swamp to another. However, based on the hydraulic modelling undertaken
for this business case, it is doubtful whether the full floodway width was watered
under this operation. Floodway watering (inundation of some floodway storages) can
be assumed to have occurred in at least 75% of years.

•

Key sites (rookeries, swamps and dams) were used as storages during Tier 1B
watering and Tier 2 and 3 watering. The complete filling of all swamps can be
assumed to have occurred in 46‒75% of water years, with swamps to the east (e.g.
Eulimbah Swamp) more likely to be frequently filled than those to the west (e.g.
Littlewood Swamp).

•

The whole extent of the Tier 2 land received water in 46% of years. The proportion
of Tier 2 land receiving water on average every year is 65%. The whole extent of Tier
3 land received water 39% of water years. Given that water is distributed sequentially
from east to west, floodplains received progressively less water in the westerly
direction.

•

Nimmie and Pollen Creek would typically not completely dry out between events and
annual watering occurred.

•

Waugorah Creek received watering on rare occasions

•

Upper Uara Creek and Fiddlers Creek are isolated in the landscape and would only
receive watering in extreme, irregular flood events

•

Lower Uara Creek received some watering as a backwater from Yanga.

The Water Observations from Space analysis confirms the near permanent presence of
water in Avalon Swamp.
In regards to the watering of creeks to the east:
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•

Over the period of irrigation cropping, very limited water passed through the NimmieCaira to Yanga, as all water that could be physically captured was captured in the
floodways and the associated cross floodway embankments and associated storage
wetlands within the Nimmie-Caira area. In some respects, the loss of water from
Nimmie-Caira to the Yanga area would have been considered a failure of the
operational intent, to harvest, store, and use as much water as possible.

•

Watering within Redbank South area (now Yanga National Park) occurred as a result
of overbank events and controlled flows through regulating structures at the upper
northern end of the Park. Some of the upper areas of Yanga National Park near
Redbank Weir have suffered from overwatering to enable water to be delivered to the
lower Yanga near Yanga Lake. This has been necessary, in part because of the
capture of flows within the Nimmie-Caira.

3.1.5 Current environmental outcomes
The current ecological assets in the Nimmie-Caira are a function of both the geomorphic
form of the landscape including the pre-development flow regime and the more recent
operation of the system over the past 30 years.
The arrangements have led to:
•

Retention of lignum shrublands in the protected lands / floodways but a decline in
their health as a result of reduced inundation frequency and duration

•

Retention of lignum in the wetlands / rookeries and increased lignum health and
vigour as a result of increased frequency and duration of inundation (ponding)

•

Large scale colonial bird breeding events

•

Depauperate fish communities

•

Clearing of lignum and floodplain wetland vegetation from the irrigation bays

•

Near permanent presence of water in some limited locations (e.g. ground tanks and
Avalon Swamp) providing refuge for Southern Bell Frog.

•

Decline in red gum condition in Yanga National Park as a result of

•

o

overwatering in the areas near the Murrumbidgee River offtakes (IAS and
IES)

o

under-watering (or inadequate watering) in the areas reliant on water delivery
from the Nimmie-Caira

Black box communities with highly variable tree health and vigour as a result of
overwatering and under-watering.

3.2 Benchmark conditions
The benchmark conditions comprise the pre-Basin Plan land management with the return of
2,750 GL/year to the environment. To determine the environmental water requirements for
site and the basin, and hence the benchmark conditions, the MDBA developed a
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methodology, termed the Hydrologic Indicator Site (HIS) Approach. The environmental water
requirements identified with this approach aimed to meet the requirements and objectives of
the Water Act 2007 (Cwlth) and the purposes of the Basin Plan.
The indicator sites and the flows described at those sites represent the broader
environmental flow needs of the river valleys or reaches. The Basin comprises 23 resource
units, the Lower Murrumbidgee River being one of these. A detailed assessment of
environmental water requirements at this hydrologic indicator site has been undertaken (see
MDBA 2012).
The hydrologic indicator site approach uses eco-hydrological assessment of environmental
water requirements for a subset of the key environmental assets and key ecosystem
functions across the Basin (see Figure 9). Detailed environmental water requirement
assessments led to the development of site-specific flow indicators (SFI) to achieve
site-specific ecological targets. The ecological targets for Lower Murrumbidgee River
Floodplain and the associated SFIs are shown in Table 8.These targets for the Lower
Murrumbidgee River were used to inform the development of more specific ecological
targets for the Nimmie-Caira.
In determining the SFIs for wetland habitats and vegetation communities of the Lower
Murrumbidgee River Floodplain, the MDBA used the functional vegetation groups adopted
by NSW Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water (2010). Because there is
little specific information on the water requirements of birds and flow-ecology relationships
for other faunal groups in the lower Murrumbidgee River floodplain, the MDBA anticipated
that the SFIs proposed for wetland habitats and vegetation communities will provide
conditions favourable for waterbirds, including breeding events for colonial nesting
waterbirds, and other fauna including amphibians, and water-dependent reptiles and
invertebrates.
The MDBA identified the volume of water required for the lower Murrumbidgee River
floodplain using available inundated habitat area versus water volume relationships. The
water requirements are set out in Table 8.
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Figure 9. Location and extent of Lower Murrumbidgee River Floodplain Hydrologic Indicator Site
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3.2.1 Inundation extents
The MDBA has delineated the spatial extent of inundation associated with the volumes of
water provided in Table 8. To determine the extent of inundation under each SFI, the MDBA
adopted a visual inspection approach. This included a comparison of actual inundation maps
in years which the SFIs were achieved, and relationships contained within the Lower
Murrumbidgee Flood Inundation Model (FIM). The visual inspection approach primarily used
landscape attributes and key features (e.g. lakes) common to both datasets to establish
combinations of flows in all three FIM zones that best matched the inundation maps supplied
by NSW Government, Environment, Climate Change & Water. The extent of watering
adopted under the benchmark SFIs is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10 also shows the extent of the existing floodway system through the Nimmie-Caira
and the extent of the Nimmie-Caira project area. The Nimmie-Caira has a floodway system
designed to pass overbank flow events without inundating agricultural production.
Some limited areas of the Nimmie-Caira appear to be inundated under the 175 GL/year flow
(occurs in 75% of years) but there is little inundation under most of the mid-range SFIs. This
is generally consistent with the operation of the Nimmie-Caira system as a private
agricultural system, where environmental watering to meet Basin Plan targets would not be
possible. This limited inundation would support the establishment of healthy lignum suitable
for some bird breeding in these watered areas. However the extent of the inundation is
limited and would not support the area needed for necessary foraging.
It can also be seen from Figure 10 that most of the expected inundation of the Nimmie-Caira
under the Basin Plan benchmark is associated with large volumes in the 1,700GL to
2,700GL range at Maude Weir occurring in less than 25% of years. The proposed flow
regime seems to be a modelled representation of overbank flooding, and would provide
water to the lignum dominated floodways in less than 25% of years (potentially in 20% of
years). This flow regime will not support a healthy lignum community and is not consistent
with the provision of ‘conditions conducive to successful breeding of colonial nesting
waterbirds’. This expected inundation extent also inappropriately includes large areas of
cropped irrigation land protected by embankments.
It is also apparent that the inundation extents in Figure 10 for these large flow events do not
reflect the influence of existing infrastructure. The system of levees at the site would
constrain inundation extents from either controlled or overbank flow events. Figure 10 shows
the inundation extends over private land beyond the protected land / floodways that have
been established through the landscape. The planned inundation extents shown in Figure 10
would not be acceptable under the conditions that represent the benchmark assessment i.e.
private landholdings. Such watering could only be provided as part of the irrigation of the
cropped lands or through unplanned flood events that might overtop the existing levees.
The areas inundated under the benchmark modelling do not represent the remnant
vegetation communities present across the landscape. While watering beyond the existing
protected lands and floodways will provide foraging grounds, the proposed inundated lands
may not be those best suited to provision of water for ecological outcomes. This issue of
ecological asset location was also highlighted in the Biosis review of the ecological assets of
the Nimmie-Caira and the comparison against the ecological elements mapping (refer
Chapter 2 and Appendix A2).
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Figure 10. Inundation patterns and extents for Lower Murrumbidgee River Floodplain site-specific flow indicators (SFIs)
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Based on the information assessed for this business case there appears to be a substantial
disconnect between:
•

the benchmark modeling for the Nimmie-Caira,

•

the mapped inundation extents for the benchmark,

•

the estimated environmental demand necessary for the site and

•

the potential for the proposed flow benchmark flow regime to be applied to the NimmieCaira.

Given the private ownership of the Nimmie-Caira area up until 2012, the benchmark
assessment should represent the watering regime that existed for the Nimmie-Caira under
Baseline conditions (the tiered watering system for agricultural supply), but with no other works
or activities undertaken to improve the effective and efficient use of that water. Under these
circumstances, and for the purpose of reassessing the benchmark environmental outcomes, we
have assumed that:
•

the land is under private ownership and continues to be used for irrigated cropping

•

the existing rookeries/ floodway wetlands / floodway storages continue to be used for the
supply of Tier 2 and Tier 3 Supplementary Water.

•

managed environmental water releases of flow rates within pre-existing supply system
capacities - rates high enough to inundate all the lignum in the floodways would not be
permitted into the Nimmie-Caira as these would
o

exceed the capacity of some of the levees and would result in the inundation of
private land and crops

o

exceed the capacity of the existing regulators in the floodway embankments,
resulting in the failure and loss of this infrastructure.

•

the ecological assets adopted for equivalence tests are those, mapped and identified by
Biosis in their recent ecological assessment of the area and not those adopted for the
ecological elements scoring to date

•

bird breeding events would be both supported and constrained by the complementary
watering of irrigated cropping bays at a time that suited irrigated cropping.

An analysis of the historical Tier 1 watering regime shows that it is available in the June to
December period. This timing suits the water requirements for the Nimmie-Caira and produces
lumped up flow rates that have the potential to meet some of the required ecological demands.
The flow volumes required to meet environmental demands for the Nimmie-Caira are set out in
Appendix A3. An analysis of the timing and typical flow rates of the historic Tier 1 water
diversions are set out in the following table.
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Figure 11 Tier 1 – historical timing and daily flow rates

The analysis shows that the Tier 1 flows, under Benchmark flow regime, fail to meet the
environmental water requirements for the Nimmie-Caira and in particular fails to meet the
requirements for the provision of refuge habitat, the requirements for healthy lignum in the
floodways and the provision of water for red gum and black box communities. The comparative
analysis has not included the water required to meet environmental demands in the Waugorah
system. Inclusion of these volumes would increase the level of short fall for the Nimmie-Caira.
Not only is there insufficient water, but the existing Nimmie-Caira infrastructure would:
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•

struggle to deliver the volumes provided. We would most likely ‘break’ the infrastructure,
trying to release the volumes through the existing culverts or by overtopping the
embankments to provide the full width of inundation through the floodways

•

not meet the fish passage requirements for the site.
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3.3 Proposed conditions
3.3.1 Proposed arrangement
A proposed arrangement (scheme) has been developed for the Nimmie-Caira based on the
outcome from the identification of environmental assets, ecological objectives, watering
requirements and environmental water demands. The arrangement has been developed
through a process of investigations, project workshops and field inspections.
The scheme comprises a conversion of the existing floodway-wetland-channel operations into a
low maintenance, low operational requirements, fill and spill arrangement. Under this proposed
arrangement water will be delivered to ecological assets via the natural flow paths (creeks and
floodways) that occupy the lowest elevations across the landscape. In so doing, it is proposed
that the watering requirements of these creeks and floodways will be achieved via their
operation as the delivery mechanism for the wetland assets. In essence, the project seeks to
return the watering of the system back to the lowest lying elements of the landscape.
It is proposed that limits or constraints be placed on the water delivery via the natural floodways
and channels to ensure that these assets and their associated values are not overwatered as a
result of supply of water to achieve the desired outcome for the wetlands and their
accompanying values.
The proposed arrangement reduces and/or avoids the need to operate the extensive, costly and
deteriorating irrigation channel system that was developed to serve irrigated agriculture across
the region. However, the scheme does not include the demolition or deconstruction of that
irrigation infrastructure. Infrastructure will be modified if and as necessary to assist the efficient
delivery of water to the ecological assets of the area. Remaining infrastructure not needed for
the scheme will be retained and ‘mothballed’ (neither used nor dismantled) and can be
recommissioned if and as necessary (for example during severe drought) for delivery of water
for ecological outcomes.
The proposed arrangement provides for the effective and efficient watering of ecological assets
and values, by retaining levees that constrain the lateral extent of the floodways and wetlands,
where appropriate. Existing embankments that have been built to store water in the floodways,
which have resulted in the formation of the major wetlands (rookeries) at the site, will be
re-engineered. This re-engineering will include the lowering of the embankments and the
installation of overtopping spillways that are engaged as a component of a fill and spill operation
of the wetlands.
The proposed arrangements have been tailored to the specific requirements of the landscape.
The conceptual arrangement and proposed fill and spill arrangements are shown in Figure 12,
Figure 13 and Figure 14. Specific requirements and associated conceptual design
arrangements are detailed in the appendices and summarised in Chapter 4 of this business
case.
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Figure 12. Overview of proposed Nimmie-Caira arrangements
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Figure 13. Proposed fill and spill arrangements through the Nimmie Pollen, Wendouree (northern floodway) system
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Figure 14. Proposed fill and spill arrangement through the Eulimbah Eastcourt (Southern) floodway system
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3.3.2 Water demand
A spreadsheet-based approach has been developed to assess the water demand required to
service the proposed arrangements and meet the needs of the ecological assets. The
spreadsheet analysis is based on demands for hydrologic features within water management
zones established across the area. Two forms of water demand have been adopted and
incorporated into the spreadsheet:
•

buckets, comprising wetlands, lakes and ground tanks. The water demand for these
have been established based on depth/volume/area relationships

•

through flows, comprising floodways and creek lines. The demands for these have been
established based on steady state hydraulic modelling of the flow paths.

The outcome from the analysis has been the establishment of an environmental watering
demand at Maude Weir for four different levels of watering, each with different target
frequencies that can inform the development of Basin scale modelling for the Murrumbidgee
River.
The expected watering demand required to supply the scheme and meet the project objectives
is set out in Table 11. Table 12 sets out the proposed operating rules for the system.
An optional arrangement has been developed that provides for additional areas of lignum and
floodplain wetland rehabilitation. The additional areas for watering comprise the priority
rehabilitation areas identified by Biosis (2015a). The optional arrangement requires limited
additional construction cost, but does incur additional water demand. The water demand
necessary to service the Nimmie-Caira including the additional rehabilitation areas is also set
out in Table 11.
The proposed watering regime inundation occurrences and extents are shown in Figure 15,
Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18. The extent of the additional rehabilitation area is shown in
Figure 17 and Figure 18. The spatial extent of vegetation watered under the proposed
arrangements is set out in Table 13.
The long term annual demand for the Nimmie-Caira project area is estimated to be 65 GL/year
(to be confirmed by Basin scale hydrological modelling). However, we expect a long-term
annual discharge to Yanga National Park of approx 20 GL/year (refer Table 14), resulting in a
net water use within the Nimmie-Caira project area of 45 GL/year.
The long term annual demand for the Nimmie-Caira project area including the optional
rehabilitation areas is estimated to be to be 90 GL/year. However, we expect a long term annual
discharge to Yanga National Park of 23 GL/year (refer Table 15), resulting in a net water
demand within the Nimmie-Caira project area of 67 GL/year associated with the proposal that
includes the optional rehabilitation areas.
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Figure 15. Inundation extents associated with Southern Bell Frog and small-bodied fish maintenance flows
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Figure 16. Inundation extents associated with rookery lignum health watering events
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Figure 17. Inundation extents associated with bird breeding, and lignum and red gum watering events including extent of watering into optional rehabilitation areas
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Figure 18. Inundation extents associated with Black box watering events including extent of watering into optional rehabilitation areas
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4 Feasibility of the proposal
4.1 Objective for project costs and feasibility
The proposed arrangements for the Nimmie-Caira have been developed based on the
attainment of the ecological and watering objectives while minimising capital and ongoing costs.
The financial and risk management objectives are set out below
1. Costs
a. Limited capital costs: Limit capital costs for infrastructure to within the
remaining available budget for the Nimmie-Caira project based on a co-funding
model. Capital costs should not exceed $10 million..
b. Limited maintenance and operation costs: Limit the long term operation and
maintenance costs associated with operating the Nimmie-Caira watering
infrastructure to that within the available resources of the Nimmie-Caira project.
While the expected operating and maintenance budget have not been finalised, a
budget for watering infrastructure of $250,000 per annum has been estimated
(based on 2.5% of the expected project capital budget) for the purpose of the
business case.
2. Risk management ‒ Minimise unintended impacts and risks.

4.2 Options assessment
A first stage feasibility assessment of the project components was undertaken through the
assessment and development of feasible options for the provision of water across the
landscape. The options assessed in the development of the preferred arrangement are set out
in Appendix A3.
The assessment included a review of options for the watering of landscape elements and water
management areas. The assessment comprised a desktop and field based review of the options
against the ecological, financial and water demand constraints and objectives for the NimmieCaira.

4.3 Technical issues
The development of the project has required the conceptual design of the project elements set
out in this business case. This has included the conceptual design of arrangements at both the
system and site scale.
At the system scale, the scheme has been developed as a low maintenance and low
operational cost, fill and spill system.
At the site scale, numerous conceptual design arrangements have been developed to enable
the watering under the proposed fill and spill system arrangement. The site scale issues are set
out in Table 17 and in the drawings provided in Appendix A6.
The site scale arrangements reflect the preferred arrangements identified through the options
assessment (refer Appendix A3).
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Further details on these items are set out in Table 20. Table 20 includes a contingency on each
construction item of 50%. The proposed works for the base proposal can be constructed within
a budget of $9,000,000 including a 50% contingency.
The inclusion of the additional rehabilitation areas requires only earthwork modification to
existing embankments. These additional works including design and contingencies are
estimated to cost $500,000. The proposal including the optional rehabilitation areas is estimated
to cost $9,500,000 including a 50% contingency.
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•

Not much impact is expected on the Hay township as many of the Lowbidgee farmers
are Balranald-based rather than Hay. There are key concerns around weed and pest
management if the area becomes a National Park. Hay Shire Council concedes that the
project has benefits for water users further up the valley. The loss of rates is problematic
for the Hay Shire Council is it anticipates having to increase rates to remaining rate
payers to make up the difference. The Shire’s top priority is to fund a Community
Development Officer for 5 years to help the Shire and its community organisations and
business adapt to an environment with less water. (Hay Shire Council)

•

Keeping the costs of operation and maintenance of the infrastructure contained is
important. The NSW Office of Environment and heritage is keen to rationalise wherever
possible. The Nimmie-Caira infrastructure is important to the effective watering of the
southern areas of the park and nature reserve. (NSW OEH)

•

NSW State Water Corporation indicated that the area-based charge would remain until
July 2014, at which time it would be replaced with an entitlement-based charge. The
NSW DPI Water agrees with State Water owning and operating the major infrastructure
and NPWS or other land managers owning the infrastructure within the floodplain. (NSW
State Water Corporation)

•

To meet the National Partnership Guidelines the project must be within the 2.25 market
value multiplier and be fully costed. The Commonwealth wants absolute certainty around
the water product they are buying and the rules governing access, trading and growth in
use. The Commonwealth is keen to ensure that the land is securely reserved to meet
project objectives of conservation outcomes and water delivery. The possibility of getting
water around the Murrumbidgee Choke would be an attractive added feature of the
project. (SEWPAC)

•

The flexibility the project offers in terms of managing water through the Lowbidgee is
appealing. The ability to deliver water around the Murrumbidgee Choke is very attractive.
Future potential water savings by watering Nimmie-Caira and other parts of Lowbidgee
more efficiently would have to be modelled but may act as an additional source of
adjustment to SDLs (MDBA)

•

Some members of the Balranald Shire Council are opposed to the project, but generally
there is an acceptance that it is the landholder prerogative to sell. The Council hasn’t
seen the promises of increased tourism from Yanga eventuate and they don’t hold out
much hope for Nimmie-Caira. The Council would like to see a decent budget put towards
regional/national marketing of the Parks in the area. It is world class but it hasn’t been
sold at the right scale. (Balranald Shire Council)

•

Wakool Shire Council understands that it is the landholder prerogative to sell. They are
unhappy about the Red Gum deal and Yanga, and don’t want to be left with nothing out
of Nimmie-Caira. Waugorah Road is their biggest expense in the area and there are
three timber bridges that will need replacing. Ideally, they would like to relinquish
maintenance of the road, or at least gain some money to do the necessary maintenance
as part of the project. If the road becomes Parks to manage, the Shire would be happy
to be contracted to undertake the work. (Wakool Shire)

•

The Nimmie-Caira landholders are happy that the process is moving along.
(Nimmie-Caira landholders)

•

, a member of the Balranald Lands Council, expressed the value of the
Nimmie-Caira to local Aboriginal people and a desire for local Aboriginal groups and
people to have an ongoing role in the management of the area. (Balranald Lands
Council)
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6 Project delivery plan
6.1 Legal and regulatory requirements
Implementation of the supply measures comprises the re-engineering of the Nimmie Caira
landscape including the construction of the fill and spill embankments, modification of the
levees, replacement of the Waugorah regulator, modification of the Avalon Swamp and Lower
Uara Creek watering will require Commonwealth, State and Local government approvals.
The following legislation may be relevant to the project:
•

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth);

•

Native Title Act 1995 (Commonwealth);

•

Water Act 2007 (Commonwealth);

•

NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979;

•

NSW Crown Lands Act 1989;

•

NSW Water Management Act 2000;

•

NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994;

•

NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995;

•

NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979; and

•

NSW Native Vegetation Conservation Act 2003.

The primary considerations for approvals, statutory durations and expected timelines are
presented in Table 24.
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6.2 Biodiversity and heritage protection
This section provides an overview of potential key biodiversity and heritage protection legislation
and government policy relevant to works associated with the supply measure. The purpose is
not to describe the legislation and policy in detail, but to discuss the implications of the
legislation and policy on the proposed project. The discussion and any guidance provided here
does not constitute legal advice.

6.2.1 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwth)
The EPBC Act applies to developments and associated activities that have the potential to
significantly impact on Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) protected under
the Act. The MNES relevant to the project include:
•

Threatened flora species

•

Threatened fauna species

•

Threatened ecological communities

•

Migratory species

•

Wetlands of international importance (Ramsar sites)

An assessment of potentially significant impacts on threatened or migratory species, ecological
communities or Ramsar wetlands would be required as part of the detailed design and project
approvals process. The Nimmie-Caira is known to support widespread populations of EPBC
Act listed species, including Southern Bell Frog and Mossgiel Daisy. The implications of
changes to flow regimes and construction works would need to be identified and assessed
against the Act's Significant Impact Criteria through a referral to the Australian Government
Department of the Environment.

6.2.2 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)
The EP&A Act was enacted to encourage the proper consideration and management of impacts
of proposed development or land-use changes on the environment (both natural and built) and
the community. The Act is administered by the NSW Department of Planning and
Infrastructure. NSW DPI Water is deemed a determining authority of the EP&A Act under
Section 110 of the Act and is assumed that the proposal would be assessed under Part 5 of the
Act. As such under Section 111 of the Act the determining authority has a duty to consider the
environmental impacts of an activity and is required to “take into account to the fullest extent
possible all matters affecting or likely to affect the environment” arising from the proposal. DPI
Water would be required to prepare a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) if impacts to the
environment are not considered significant.
Sections of the EP&A Act of primary relevance to the natural environment are considered
further below in relation to the current proposal.

6.2.2.1 Assessment of Significance (Section 5A)
Section 5A of the EP&A Act requires proponents and consent authorities to consider if a
development will have a significant effect on threatened biota listed under the Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995 and the Fisheries Management Act 1994. Section 5A (and
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Section 9A of the TSC Act) outlines seven factors that must be taken into account in an
Assessment of Significance (formally known as the “7-part test”). Where any Assessment of
Significance (AoS) determines that a development will result in a significant effect to a
threatened biota, a Species Impact Statement (SIS) is required.
The proposed works may alter water regimes and modify habitats, which could result in
changes to habitat quality and impacts on species and ecological communities. The aim of SDL
projects is to improve environmental watering and this project is likely to result in a net benefit to
water-dependent biota. The requirement for assessments of significance will need to be
identified during the detail design and investigation phase.

6.2.3 Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW)
The Threatened Species Conservation (TSC) Act 1995 provides for the protection and
conservation of biodiversity in NSW through the listing of threatened biota; key threatening
processes; and critical habitat for threatened biota.
The Nimmie-Caira is known to support threatened biota, or habitat for them. Impacts to the
threatened biota must be assessed through the AoS process under Section 5A of the EP&A Act.
Habitat critical to the survival of an endangered or critically endangered species, population or
ecological community can be identified under the TSC Act and listed on the Register of Critical
Habitat kept by the Office of Environment and heritage. Refinement of the project requirements
needs to be undertaken to determine if any areas of critical habitat may be subject to impacts
associated with the proposed supply measures.
A licence to harm/pick/damage habitat of a threatened species, population or community or
damage critical habitat is unlikely to be required, However the completion of an AoS for each
relevant species or ecological community would support the project approval documentation.

6.2.4 State Environmental Planning Policies (Part 3 Division 2) (NSW)
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) outline policy objectives relevant to state wide
issues. A number of SEPPs are likely to be relevant to the project and would be identified
during detailed design and planning.

6.2.5 Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)
The Fisheries Management (FM) Act provides for the protection and conservation of aquatic
species and their habitat through NSW. Impacts to threatened species, populations and
communities listed under the FM Act must be assessed through the AoS process under Section
5A of the EP&A Act.
A licence to harm/pick/damage habitat of a threatened species, population or community or
damage critical habitat is unlikely to be required, However the completion of an AoS for each
relevant species or ecological community would support the project approval documentation.
SDL projects are considered to generally benefit native fish species. Provided Fisheries NSW is
consulted in regards to the project and appropriate fish passage and flow requirements can be
incorporated into the project a permit would not be required.
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6.2.6 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
The Nimmie-Caira contains significant aboriginal cultural heritage and this has been
documented through detailed work undertaken by DPI Water in 2014. The supply measures
described in this business cannot proceed without further assessment as the potential of
locating Aboriginal sites during the proposed works is moderate to high. Known Aboriginal sites
are located on the floodplain and near creeks and rivers in similar landforms to the area
indicating potential for unrecorded sites to be present. The heritage values of these sites and
areas of potential may be at risk of impact from the proposed supply measure works. Proposed
works areas will need to be assessed in accordance with the Code of Practice for the
archaeological investigation of Aboriginal Objects in New South Wales (DECWW 2010).

6.2.7 Historic heritage
Further investigations will be required during the detailed design phase to determine the impacts
on any known historical heritage item. For state listed items a Statement of Heritage Impacts
will be required under the NSW Heritage Act 1977 if works are in the immediate vicinity.

6.3 Governance and project management
This proposal will be delivered through the NSW DPI Water. DPI Water has established a robust
governance structure for the Project and this proposal, that draws membership from all key
stakeholders, including both government and community.
This Proposal will contribute to the integrated long term management of the landscape and will
be integrated into the long term management of the landscape through the development of land
and water management plans for the Nimmie-Caira under the Nimmie-Caira Enhanced Water
Delivery Project. These land and water management plans will be informed by this proposal.
However the long term management of the site will not be constrained by this SDL adjustment
proposal. The scope of the land and water management plans will extend beyond that
contained in this SDL adjustment proposal to address wider management of the landscape
including the pest plant and animal control and the re-establishment of agricultural production
from the landscape.
Some limited elements of this Proposal require implementation of agreed works within Yanga
National Park to maximise the environmental benefits. These works are also included in the
Yanga SDL adjustment project. It is proposed that these works be constructed by and or under
the direction and project management of OEH.

6.4 Monitoring and evaluation
Significant work has been and continues to be undertaken to assess and monitor the ecological
condition and outcomes in the Lowbidgee. These existing activities and programs have included
the recent one-off ecological survey of the Nimmie Caira (Biosis 2014) and the Long Term
Intervention Monitoring (LTIM) undertaken by Charles Sturt University.
The monitoring and evaluation plan (MEP) for this supply measure will be informed by the
existing assessments, the proposed works and the intergovernmental arrangements for Basinwide monitoring and evaluation under the Basin Plan. This measure is expected to contribute to
the achievement of outcomes under two key Chapters of the Plan, namely:
(i)
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(ii)

under Chapter 10, meeting the relevant sustainable diversion limit/s, which must
be complied with under the state’s relevant water resource plan/s (WRPs) from 1
July 2019.

While the MDBA has specific responsibilities regarding evaluation of outcomes at the Basin
scale, the states are responsible for reporting on relevant matters once implementation of
specific Basin Plan Chapters commences within a state. In terms of this supply measure, this
will include five yearly reporting on environmental outcomes at an asset scale (Chapter 8), and
annually reporting on WRP compliance (Chapter 10). New South Wales participation in the
MDBA’s monitoring and evaluation framework will effectively allow for outcomes under both
Chapters to be effectively assessed and reported.
This approach closely aligns with agreed arrangements under the Basin Plan Implementation
Agreement, where implementation tasks are to be as streamlined and cost-efficient as possible.
In terms of the program for this Nimmie-Caira, it is proposed that the effectiveness of the
proposed supply measure and its operation will be monitored and reported on through NSW DPI
Water’s monitoring, evaluation and reporting (MER) strategies and protocols. . These strategies
and protocols aim to:
•

Establish a robust program logic to define the correlation between works and other
inputs and identified outputs and ecosystem outcomes. This provides the basis for a
suite of KPIs that are relevant to the specific site

•

Monitor progress against those KPIs on a regular basis

•

Evaluate the implications of the results for the operational parameters of the scheme,
and

•

Amend and adjust the operational arrangements to optimise performance and outcomes.

Monitoring data is required to monitor the supply of water, the ecological outcomes from that
watering, to manage risks and to refine ecological objectives. The evaluation process involves
analysing collected data and improving operations.
A suitable MER approach will be formalised in the next stage of the project delivery.
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7.2 Risk assessment
The primary risks associated with this Proposal can be grouped into Governance, Cultural and
environmental impacts, and detailed assessment and design.
1. Governance: Some of the risks associated with the governance of the Proposal
include:
–

integrated watering: the success of the Proposal is reliant on the establishment of
integrated watering regime across the site and between the managers of the
Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park

–

establishment and implementation of effective land and water management
arrangements over the site

–

provision of an ongoing source of income for the effective management of the site.

–

Indigenous community relationships.

2. Cultural and environmental impacts:
–

Adverse impacts on items and sites of cultural or historic significance

–

Adverse ecological/environmental impacts (e.g. threatened species).

3. Design and delivery:
–

Topographic survey- inaccuracies and errors in the topographic details based on
LiDAR survey

–

system water delivery – system hydrology and hydraulics

–

geotechnical design and long term robustness of structures in the cracking black
soils.

However, with good governance, project management arrangements and approvals processes
in place, as set out and proposed in Table 27 the majority of these risks are readily avoided or
mitigated and the residual rating is reduced to low to very low.

7.3 Residual risks
There are three priority risks where residual risk is moderate for this proposal that should
require additional consideration. These are:
•

integrated watering of the site and the adjoining Yanga National Park

•

provision of water to Nap Nap Paddock Wetland and to the Fiddlers Creek system

•

system hydrology and hydraulics including the watering or Waugorah, Duck Nest and
the black box complex

•

long-term robustness of the works.

Table 27 highlights the key construction and operation risks for the proposal and suitable
mitigation options.
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A2. Biosis ecological assessment report
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Murrumbidgee SDL works business case
Summary of environmental assets in the Nimmie-Caira, Fiddlers-Uara and Redbank
South areas, Lower Murrumbidgee Floodplain
, Biosis 27 March 2015 FINAL, format updates only 10 August 2015
Project background – ecological values chapter of business case
The Nimmie-Caira infrastructure modification project is a supply measure which largely
forms the second phase of the Nimmie-Caira System Enhanced Environmental Water
Delivery Project. This project includes four separate but interconnected elements:
1.

Watering the Nimmie-Caira floodplain for environmental benefits within the
government acquired land

2.

Reinstating connectivity to parts of the Fiddlers-Uara creek and floodplain
system that has been alienated by irrigation development and reduced basinlevel flows

3.

Efficiently watering parts of the Redbank South area within Yanga National
Park – south of the Murrumbidgee River

4.

Using the channel and floodway system of the Nimmie-Caira to bypass the
natural capacity constraints of the Murrumbidgee River and deliver water to
the lower Murray.

The following overarching water-dependent ecological values occur in the SDL Business
Case study area ('the study area'). These will be the focus of defining environmental
assets, scoring ecological elements and setting ecological objectives and targets for the
ecological values chapter of the Business Case:
•

Riverine and floodplain forests, woodlands and shrublands

•

Sedgelands and freshwater marshes

•

Natural channels, creeks and billabongs

•

Natural quaternary lakes

•

Created aquatic habitats

•

Colonial waterbird rookery and foraging sites

•

Nationally and State threatened flora and fauna populations.

The Lower Murrumbidgee River Floodplain
The Nimmie-Caria, Redbank and Fiddlers-Uara systems are part of the semi-arid Lower
Murrumbidgee River floodplain (the 'Lowbidgee'). The Lowbidgee is the Murrumbidgee
River's major wetland system (Kingsford and Thomas 2001) and its geographic extent is
captured in the Lower Murrumbidgee Floodplain boundary (see Figure 1). The
floodplain is estimated to be 350,000 hectares but the extent of regular inundation has
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been drastically reduced through river basin-level flow reduction and floodplain
development for irrigated agriculture (MCMA 2009). The Lowbidgee is recognised as a
nationally important wetland in the Directory of Important Wetlands in Australia
(Environment Australia 2001) and is also a hydrological indicator site in the Murray
Darling Basin (MDBA 2012). The Lowbidgee is also significant for migratory birds under
several international conventions and agreements. Recent work has indicated the
Nimmie-Caira unit of the Lowbidgee meets seven of the nine Ramsar listing criteria
(Biosis 2015).
The Lowbidgee floodplain has been variously divided into administrative, nature
resource, hydrological and water management units by various authors and
government agencies. The Nimmie-Caria, Redbank South and Fiddlers-Uara are
recognised by government as natural resource management (NRM) units and derive
their names from local creek and distributary channels systems that take water from
the Murrumbidgee River onto the floodplain (Figure 2).
The SDL study area
The study area was not clearly defined in the project brief so we have taken the area to
include the following:
•

The government owner land (approx. 85,000 ha) in the Nimmie-Caira NRM
unit

•

The public land areas of the Fiddlers-Uara NRM unit (e.g. Yanga Nature
Conservation Reserve) that are defined as water management units by Office
of Environment and Heritage.

•

The public land areas on the eastern bank of the Murrumbidgee River in the
Redbank NRM unit (i.e. Yanga National Park) that are defined as water
management units by Office of Environment and Heritage.

The extent of the study area is provided in Figure 3. The study area excludes:
•

Freehold land that supports environmental assets, flow paths of FiddlersUara and natural lakes.

•

Areas where it is not consider possible to deliver water via the Nimmie-Caira
system.

•

Areas of public land in Yanga National Park that are not in OEH's water
management units.
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Environmental assets of the SDL study area
The terms environmental asset, ecological asset and habitat type are used
interchangeably but essentially they should be tangible assets that meet the criteria for
identifying an 'environmental asset' as set out in the Basin Plan. The Water Act defines
environmental assets as including water-dependent ecosystems, ecosystem services,
and sites with ecological significance.
The water-dependent environmental assets of the study area include aggregations of
vegetation communities and hydrological features (Table 1, Figure 4):
Vegetation communities
1.
Lignum shrublands
2.

River Red Gum forests and woodlands

3.

Black Box woodlands

4.

Mid-floodplain Shrublands (inundation tolerant)

5.

Marshes and Sedgelands

6.

Irrigated cropping land

7.

Regenerating flood-dependent native vegetation

Hydrological features
8.
Natural quaternary lakes (deflation basins)
9.

Natural river and creek channels (not mapped)

10.

Irrigation channels (not mapped)

11.

Floodway borrow pits (not mapped)

12.

Ground tanks (partially mapped)

Although a number of these do not meet the Basin Plan criteria, as they are not nearnatural or natural ecosystems, they cannot be ignored as they provide critical habitat or
refuge for wetland biota or facilitate connectivity between natural systems on the
floodplain. The above environmental assets can be spatially defined and support
distinct groups of taxa that water managers are interested in conserving and that
environmental flows will benefit. A summary of fauna taxonomic groups that utilise
each environmental asset is provided in Table 2. This summary has been restricted to
fauna assemblages because many of the environmental assets are aggregations of
vegetation communities, which encompass wetland or floodplain flora assemblages.
In the context of an SDL adjustment business case, environmental assets need to be
aligned with a description of ecological values and 'ecological elements' to allow for an
environmental equivalence test by the MDBA during the adjustment process. Twelve
ecological elements from broad vegetation, waterbird and fish ecological classes are
used in the equivalence test to represent the range of biotic flow requirements (Overton
et al. 2014):
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Bitterns, Crakes and Rails



General abundance and health – all waterbirds



Breeding – Colonial-nesting waterbirds



Breeding – other waterbirds



Woodlands: River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)



Forests: River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)



Forests and Woodlands: Black Box (Eucalyptus largiflorens)



Shrublands



Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands



Benthic Herblands



Short-lived/small-bodied fish



Long-lived/large-bodied fish.

The spatial extent of ecological elements for SDL equivalence testing has been
established using spatial data and area scaling factors. This is referred to as ecological
element scoring and the extent of these elements is measured using an aggregation of
various datasets (Table 1). The extent of ecological elements in the SDL study area is
shown in Figure 5. The description of environmental assets adopted during previous
work in the Nimmie-Caira can be readily aligned with the ecological elements method
that underpins the equivalence test for proposed supply measures (Table 2).
The link between our descriptions of environmental assets and the equivalence test
ecological elements has been established based on the use of habitat at any point in
time across variable inundation patterns, e.g. Bitterns, Crakes and Rails may use Black
Box woodlands during periods of inundation when a well-developed sedge-rich
understorey is present. It should be noted that the ecological elements methods does
not consider frogs and this may be an important consideration given the Lowbidgee is a
stronghold for the nationally threatened Southern Bell Frog.
The spatial and type accuracy of ecological elements from the Lowbidgee benchmark
scenario (Figure 5) will require further investigation and alignment with our
environmental assets prior to an equivalence test for any supply measures.
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Winged Peppercress Lepidium monoplocoides, Menindee Nightshade Solanum
karsense and Slender Darling Pea Swainsona murrayana


Breeding and feeding habitat for the NSW threatened Freckled Duck Stictonetta
naevosa and the Blue-billed Duck Oxyura australis



The NSW threatened bat Southern Myotis Myotis macropus is considered likely to
occur and feeds predominately over wetlands and waterbodies



The NSW threatened Lower Murray Aquatic Ecological Community.
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Management units and segmentation of the study area
Recent ecological survey work completed in the Nimmie-Caira and parts of the FiddlersUara NRM units has resulted in the development of a spatial segmentation of the large
and complex floodplain by aggregating environmental assets with similar land use
history and water control regimes into 'management zones' (Biosis 2014). Eleven of the
defined management zones support intact or regenerating habitats and the remaining
'modified land zone' captures areas where farming practices were historically most
intensive and intact habitat cover is lowest. A similar management segmentation has
been developed by OEH for areas of the Fiddlers-Uara and Redbank NRM units in Yanga
National Park (Appendix 1). We have taken the Biosis (2014) work and combined it with
the OEH water management units to devise a SDL study area management zoning
(Figure 6).
Water-dependent environmental assets: description of watering regime
Each environmental asset has a specific watering regime to maintain health and
ecological processes. These are summarised in Table 4 based on preferred regimes for
vegetation health and provision of breeding, foraging or dispersal habitat for waterdependent fauna groups.
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Appendix 1 – OEH water management units (preliminary version only) for Yanga
National Park
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A3. Project option assessment
An assessment has been undertaken of alternate options for water management at sites
across the study area. The options are set out in the following table. The options have been
set out for water management zones established for the Nimmie-Caira. These water
management zones are shown in the accompanying figure. The items shaded in green in the
following table are the preferred arrangements included and costed in the proposed Nimmie
Caira SDL adjustment business case.
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A4. Estimation of project watering demand
Model for water demand estimation
An Excel spreadsheet water balance model has been developed to estimate water demand
(duration and flow rate) for each inundation frequency or flow event. The model enables the
flow rate (ML/day) and duration of flow (days) at Maude Weir to be adjusted to achieve the
watering regimes defined in section 3.3.3. In turn, this is used to estimate the water demand
(GL) for each flow event.
The spreadsheet model is based on water demands for hydrologic units within the water
management zones that have been established across the project area. Two forms of water
demand have been adopted and incorporated into the spreadsheet:
•

Bucket-type units – comprising of swamps/rookeries, ground tanks, rehabilitation
areas, irrigation bays adjacent to floodways, and other additional areas including
black box complex at the end of the floodways. The water demand for these units
has been established based on depth-volume-area relationships.

•

Through flows – comprising of floodways and creek lines. The demands for these
have been established based on steady state hydraulic modelling of the flow paths.

Estimation of water demands
Water demand has been estimated separately for the two main branches of the floodways
within the Nimmie-Caira project area:
•

Northern branch consisting of the Nimmie Creek and Pollen-Wendouree-Monkem
floodway fed by the Nimmie Creek regulator located at Maude Weir. This branch
extends from the regulator to Monkem creek and is referred to as the Northern
floodway.

•

Southern branch consisting of the Caira Cutting-Eulimbah storage, and Suicide,
Eastcourt, Pee Vee South areas, fed by the South Caira regulator located at Maude
Weir. This branch extends from the regulator to the Pee Vee swamp and is referred
to as the Southern floodway.

The total water demand is determined at Maude Weir by summing water demand for the two
branches. This has been carried out for each inundation occurrence or flow event defined in
section 3.3.3. A separate water demand has also been estimated at the Waugorah creek
regulator to meet watering requirements for Waugorah creek and Duck Nest management
zone.

Bucket-type units (Volume to fill)
Table 30 summarises how the volume to fill has been estimated for each bucket-type unit.
The volume of water required to fill swamps or rookeries is based on depth-volume-area
relationships derived from 10 m LiDAR. The volume to fill has been estimated for a spillway
height set at 450 mm from the ground surface.
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Table 30. Method to estimate volume to fill for given bucket-type hydrologic unit

Units

Depth of inundation

Volume to fill

Swamps or rookeries

450 mm above ground
surface at spillway

Volume-depth relationship
based on 10 m LiDAR

Ground tanks

3000 mm deep

Width of 15 m along
embankment at the end of
each swamp

Irrigation bays adjacent to
floodways, additional areas
including Black Box complex
management zone and Duck
Nest management zone and
‘Big square’

450 mm above ground
surface

450 mm inundation of entire
area

Rehabilitation areas

450 mm above ground
surface

450 mm inundation of entire
area

Floodways and creeks (Through flows)
A HEC-RAS hydraulic model was developed, building on earlier work, to cover the length of
the two main floodway branches and associated flow paths. The HEC-RAS model consists
of independent models for the:
1. Northern floodway
2. Southern floodway
3. Uara creek
4. Monkem-Woolshed creek system
5. Duck Nest creek
The cross sections, flow lines, banks and levees for each model are defined using 10 m
LiDAR. A roughness coefficient of 0.125 is assumed for floodways and creeks given the
dense vegetation often present within them.
The hydraulic models are used to calculate the following parameters for flow rates ranging
from 1 to 10,000 ML/day:
1. Flow velocity
2. Wetted width and wetted perimeter
3. Proportion of channel width wetted (based on wetted width and distance between
floodway levees)
4. Inundated area based on mapping of the flood extent for given flow rates
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These model outputs have been estimated for individual sections within each floodway. The
southern floodway is broken into the following sections:
•

Section 1: Floodway section between regulator and outlet of Eulimbah swamp

•

Section 2: Floodway section between outlet of Eulimbah swamp and outlet of North
and South leas

•

Section 3: Floodway section between outlet of North and South leas and outlet of
Avalon North swamp

•

Section 4: Floodway section between outlet of Avalon North swamp and end of
southern branch.

The northern floodway is broken into the following sections:
•

Section 1: Floodway section between Nimmie Creek regulator and outlet of Pollen
Dam

•

Section 2: Floodway section between outlet of Pollen Dam and outlet of Littlewood
rookery

•

Section 3: Floodway section between outlet of Littlewood rookery and end of northern
branch

Transmission losses
Transmission losses consist of an initial loss component (soil wetting) and continuing loss
component (evapotranspiration). The initial loss has been estimated at 2 ML/ha and is
equivalent to wetting of the soil profile to a depth of approximately 0.5 m. Evapotranspiration
losses has been estimated at 1.6 ML/ha/month. This is based on an annual potential
evapotranspiration of 1905 mm for the study area (BOM 2015).
The initial and continuing loss is based on area of inundation. For floodways and creeks,
area of inundation is based on the average wetted perimeter multiplied by length of
floodway. This is carried for each floodway section. The spreadsheet model also estimates
duration of flow within each floodway section which is used in calculating continuing losses.
It should also be noted that continuing losses contribute to water demand at Maude Weir
only for the duration of the flow event.

Model calculations
The spreadsheet model is set up so that the flow rate and duration can be adjusted at
Maude Weir to meet
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•

Volume to fill requirements for bucket-type units

•

Ongoing losses within bucket-type units

•

Transmission losses along floodways and creeks

•

Depth requirement for fish passage for the 50 %, 40 % and 14 % flow events. A
depth of at least 500 mm is required.
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•

Requirement to inundate Red Gum community in Lower Uara creek from flow leaving
the floodways (for 40 % and 14 % flow events)

The following steps describe how the water demand is calculated at Maude Weir for a given
floodway:
•

A water balance is carried for each section of the floodway starting with section 1
closest to Maude weir.

•

The total inflow volume at the start of section 1 is calculated based on an initial flow
rate and an initial duration (assumed to be ‘x days’) (Note that these are manually
adjusted at a later stage to achieve the required watering regime).

•

Based on a simple water balance, the total volume remaining at the end of section 1
is calculated as the difference between the total inflow volume at the start of section
1 and the total transmission losses incurred within section 1.Transmission losses for
section 1 include both the initial loss and continuing loss incurred for the entire
duration of the flow event (i.e. ‘x days’).

•

The same process is repeated for section 2 except that transmission losses for
section 2 is estimated for a duration less than ‘x days’ to account for time to fill the
rookeries in section 1 and travel time in section 1. Time to fill is based on the volume
to fill and flow rate. Flow travel time is based on flow average velocity over the length
of section 1.

•

The same process is repeated for section 3 and so on over the length of each
floodway.

•

The flow rate at Maude Weir is then adjusted to achieve an appropriate wetted width
and inundation area within each floodway section and to meet the minimum flow
depth (500 mm) for fish passage for the 50 %, 40 % and 14 % flow events. The
minimum flow depth is checked for each cross section. Note than an upper limit of
1500 ML/day was set for the floodways. This is based partly on the modelled flow
rates and partly on anecdotal evidence which suggest flow is limited to within the
levees for a flow rate less than or equal 1500 ML/day (see section below).

•

The flow duration (days) is also adjusted so that sufficient volume of water is
transferred through the entire floodway to meet the requirements set in Table 31.
For the 95 % inundation frequency event, duration is based on the meeting all the
requirement within the floodway such that a minimum amount of water flows out at
the end of the floodways. For the 50 % inundation frequency, duration is adjusted to
ensure 7 days of flow at the end of the Northern floodway into the MonkemWoolshed creek system. This is to ensure flooding of the Red Gum community within
the lower Uara creek.
The 40 % and 14 % flow events have been designed to allow for a larger flow rate at
the start of the watering regime (e.g. to fill the rookeries and to provide an initial wash
or longer inundation of a significant extent of the floodway width) followed by a
smaller flow rate (e.g. to maintain water level in the rookeries). For the 40 %
inundation frequency, duration of the large flow is adjusted to ensure 5 days of flow
at the end of the Southern floodway into the Monkem-Woolshed creek system. This
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is to ensure flooding of the Red Gum community within the lower Uara creek. For the
14 % scenario, duration of the large flow is adjusted to enable longer term watering
of the floodways right through their entire length (7 days of flow leaving end of
floodway). This duration is sufficient to inundate the Red Gum community in Lower
Uara creek.
•

The spreadsheet also calculates the flow rate and duration required at the regulator
at Waugorah creek to deliver flow in Waugorah creek and Duck Nest management
zone. For the 40 % flow event, flow at the regulator has been estimated for 60 days
at 200 ML/day. For the 14 % flow event, flow at the regulator has been estimated for
60 days at 800 ML/day – this is to achieve a flow of 600 ML/day in Waugorah creek
which is sufficient to allow 200 ML/day into Duck Nest management zone to inundate
the management zone.

Table 31 Flow components within proposed flow events

Duration of flow event in
northern floodway

Duration of flow event in
southern floodway

1

Sufficiently long for water to
just flow out at the end of
floodway

Sufficiently long for water to just
flow out at the end of floodway

50 %

1

Sufficiently long for water to
just flow out at the end of
floodway

Sufficiently long for water to just
flow out at the end of floodway

40 %

2

Larger event sufficiently
long for water to just flow
out at the end of floodway

Larger event sufficiently long for
water to flow though MonkemWoolshed creek system and
reach lower Uara creek

Flow
event

Number of flow
components

95 %

(Larger flow
followed by a
smaller flow)

14 %

2
(Larger flow
followed by a
smaller flow)

Smaller event to maintain
water level in rookeries for
up to 3 months

Smaller event to maintain water
level in rookeries for up to 3
months

Larger event sufficiently
long for a significant
watering of floodway extent,
with flow leaving floodway
for at least 7 days.

Larger event sufficiently long for
a significant watering of
floodway extent, with flow
leaving floodway for at least 7
days.

Smaller event to maintain
water level in rookeries for
up to 3 months

Smaller event to maintain water
level in rookeries for up to 3
months

Hydraulic capacity
Using the hydraulic model, the capacity of the following floodways and creeks were
estimated:
1. Northern floodway
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2. Southern floodway
3. Uara creek
4. Monkem-woolshed creek system
5. Duck nest creek
Capacity for the floodways generally well exceeded 1,500 ML/day with the exceptions of
several locations which ranged between 1,500-2,500 ML/day. Based on anecdotal evidence,
the hydraulic capacity of the two floodways is generally understood to be around 1,500
ML/day. This flow rate was therefore set as the upper limit for the flow regimes. The
Monkem-Woolshed creek system was found to have an estimated capacity of 800 ML/day,
with Uara creek having a capacity of 350 ML/day and Duck Nest Creek having a capacity of
800 ML/day.

Results
The flow regime estimated using the spreadsheet model and approach outlined above are
presented in the tables below for each flow regime. These results provide the details behind
the summary provided in 3.3.3.
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1. 100-95 % flow event
This watering regime is to achieve annual maintenance flows for Southern Bell Frog.
Table 32. Results for the 90 % flow event

Flow rate (South Caira regulator)

100 ML/day for 15 days

Flow rate (Nimmie Creek regulator)

100 ML/day for 12 days

Volume to fill ground tanks

0.44 GL

Requirement to keep ground tanks full

0 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system

0.1 GL

Demand at Maude Weir (includes transmission losses)

2.7 GL

Demand at Waugorah Creek regulator

0 GL

Total demand

2.7 GL

Table 33. Floodway flow characteristics for the 90 % flow event

Branch

South

North

Section

Section
length (m)

Average
depth (m)

Wetted
width (%)

Average
width (m)

Section 1

14,832

0.35

6%

105

0.10

Section 2

17,241

0.53

6%

85

0.16

Section 3

8,000

0.50

10%

74

0.08

Section 4

11,563

0.57

16%

67

0.18

Section 1

27,845

1.07

4%

94

0.09

Section 2

16,645

0.49

8%

69

0.10

Section 3

77,44

0.54

14%

36

0.24

Average
velocity (m/s)

* Average depth, wetted width and velocity of flow within each floodway section are based
on results from cross-sections within given floodway section
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2. 75-50 % flow event
The watering regime ensures rookeries are filled up to promote lignum health in rookeries.
Table 34. Results for the 50 % flow event

Flow rate (South Caira regulator)

600 ML/day for 42 days

Flow rate (Nimmie Creek regulator)

600 ML/day for 35 days

Volume to fill rookeries

17 GL

Requirement to keep rookeries full

0 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system

0.4 GL

Demand at Maude Weir (includes transmission losses)

46 GL

Demand at Waugorah Creek regulator

0 GL

Total demand

46 GL

Table 35. Floodway flow characteristics for the 50 % flow event

Branch

South

North

Section

Section
length (m)

Average
depth (m)

Wetted
width (%)

Average
width (m)

Average
velocity (m/s)

Section 1

14,832

0.55

14%

324

0.04

Section 2

17,241

0.81

20%

319

0.05

Section 3

8,000

0.77

38%

276

0.05

Section 4

11,563

0.90

46%

201

0.06

Section 1

27,845

1.29

38%

778

0.04

Section 2

16,645

1.09

48%

463

0.06

Section 3

7,744

1.16

38%

142

0.34

* Average depth, wetted width and velocity of flow within each floodway section are based
on results from cross-sections within given floodway section
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3. 75-40 % flow event
The watering regime achieves inundation of the swamps for a period of 3 month to support
bird breeding. The watering event also ensures lignum watering of the floodways (an initial
wash of 1,500 ML/day lasting 18-25 days from the large flow component). Sufficient duration
of the large flow component in the Southern floodway ensures flow into the MonkemWoolshed creek system for a period of 5 days to inundate red gum community in the Lower
Uara Creek (back water).The small flow component serves to maintain inundation of the
swamps for 3 months.
Table 36. Results for the 40 % flow event

Flow rate (South Caira regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 24 days
100 ML/day for an
additional 66 days

Flow rate (Nimmie Creek regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 22 days
100 ML/day for an
additional 68 days

Volume to fill rookeries and 100 % of irrigation bays adjacent
to floodways

22 GL

Additional volume to keep rookeries full (for 3 months)

15 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (floodways)

9 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (Waugorah creek)

9 GL

Demand at Maude Weir (includes transmission losses)

82 GL

Demand at Waugorah Creek regulator

12 GL

Total Volume required

94 GL
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Table 37. Floodway flow characteristics for the 40 % flow event (large flow component – 1500 ML/day).
Refer to Table 33 for flow characteristics for the 100 ML/day small flow component (100 ML/day).

Branch

South

North

Section

Section
length (m)

Average
depth (m)

Wetted
width (%)

Average
width (m)

Average
velocity (m/s)

Section 1

14,832

0.73

26%

636

0.05

Section 2

17,241

1.01

40%

709

0.06

Section 3

8,000

0.97

65%

493

0.06

Section 4

11,563

1.20

67%

306

0.17

Section 1

27,845

1.54

75%

1524

0.04

Section 2

16,645

1.35

83%

747

0.06

Section 3

7,744

1.40

100%

407

0.42

* Average depth, wetted width and velocity of flow within each floodway section are based on results from crosssections within given floodway section
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4. 75-40 % flow event (optional watering of rehabilitation areas)
This flow event includes an additional demand for rehabilitation areas.
Table 38. Results for the 40 % flow event

Flow rate (South Caira regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 49 days
100 ML/day for an
additional 41 days

Flow rate (Nimmie Creek regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 48 days
100 ML/day for an
additional 42 days

Volume to fill rookeries and 100 % of irrigation bays adjacent
to floodways, as well as rehabilitation areas

64 GL

Additional volume to keep rookeries full (for 3 months)

9 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (floodways)

10 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (Waugorah creek)

9 GL

Demand at Maude Weir (includes transmission losses)

153 GL

Demand at Waugorah Creek regulator

12 GL

Total Volume required
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5. 33-14 % flow event
This flow event achieves inundation of the swamps for 3 months. It also achieves inundation
of a significant extent of the floodways and additional areas including Big Square and Black
Box complex from an initial large flow of 1,500 ML/day. Sufficient duration of this large flow
component is allowed in each floodway to support the longer-term watering of the floodways
(by ensuring there is flow at the end of each floodway for 7 days). A smaller flow (600
ML/day) follows to keep swamps inundated and maintain a significant extent of the floodway
inundated up to 3 months from the start of the flow event. For flow characteristics, refer to
Table 35 and Table 37 for the 600 ML/day small flow component and 1,500 ML/day large
flow component respectively.
Table 39. Results for the 14 % flow event

Flow rate (South Caira regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 40 days
600 ML/day for an
additional 50 days

Flow rate (Nimmie Creek regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 34 days
600 ML/day for an
additional 56 days

Volume to fill rookeries and 100 % of irrigation bays adjacent
to floodways, additional area next to floodways (Big square)
and Black box complex and Duck Nest management zones

40 GL

Additional volume to keep rookeries full and floodway
inundated for 3 months (small flow component)

23 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (floodways)

59 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (Waugorah creek)

50 GL

Demand at Maude Weir (includes transmission losses)

175 GL

Demand at Waugorah Creek regulator (includes inundation of
Duck nest management zone)

72 GL

Total Volume required
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6. 33-14 % flow event (optional watering of rehabilitation areas)
This flow event includes an additional demand for rehabilitation areas.
Table 40. Results for the 14 % flow event (additional demands for rehabilitation areas)

Flow rate (South Caira regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 73 days
600 ML/day for an
additional 17 days

Flow rate (Nimmie Creek regulator)

1,500 ML/day for 55 days
600 ML/day for an
additional 35 days

Volume to fill rookeries and 100 % of irrigation bays adjacent
to floodways, additional area next to floodways (Big square)
and Black box complex and Duck Nest management zones, as
well as rehabilitation area

78 GL

Additional volume to keep rookeries full and floodway
sufficiently inundated (for 3 months)

11 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (floodways)

77 GL

Flow out of Nimmie-Caira system (Waugorah creek)

50 GL

Demand at Maude Weir (includes transmission losses)

222 GL

Demand at Waugorah Creek regulator (includes inundation of
Duck nest management zone)

72 GL

Total Volume required
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294 GL
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A5. Proposal costs and site details
This attachment sets out the costs of major construction elements of the works associated
with this proposed SDL adjustment business case.
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A6. Design photos and data
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1

Introduction

This report brings together additional investigations and assessments that integrate watering requirements
and inundation extents for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park areas adjoining the lower
Murrumbidgee River in southern NSW. The investigations and assessments have been undertaken to inform
the development of Sustainable Diversion Limit (SDL) Adjustment Supply Measure Business Cases. These are
being developed by the NSW Government under the provisions of the (Murray Darling) Basin Plan.
The additional investigations and integration of watering requirements included in the report comprise:
1.

Waugorah / Duck’s Nest: Additional investigations to identify the watering demands and
infrastructure requirements at Waugorah Creek offtake. The assessment has included the flow rates
required in the Murrumbidgee River and the scale of works at the offtake to achieve the required
watering, the scale of works required to direct water into the Duck’s Nest system and the extent of
inundation associated with these arrangements.

2.

Flood inundation extents: This task has included
o

Hydraulic modelling of a large scale watering / black box inundation event within the Yanga
area

o

Compilation of integrated inundation extents across the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga landscape
for proposed inundation events

3.

Integrated watering requirements: The estimation of the water demands associated with the
proposed integrated watering of the landscape. This has comprised the development and refinement
of a spreadsheet setting out the daily flow rates and total event based water demands.

4.

Ecological Elements spatial layers: Development of base ecological elements layers, replacing coarse
Basin-scale information for the subject areas, with more recently acquired, detailed information.
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2

Waugorah Creek - Duck’s Nest system

2.1

Purpose of the additional investigations and analysis

The objective of this additional work was to further refine the feasibility and cost of providing water to Duck’s
Nest Creek from Waugorah Creek, via the proposed upgraded Waugorah Creek regulator on the
Murrumbidgee River at Mungery. (Note this report does NOT concern the 1ES regulator, sometimes also called
the Waugorah regulator).

2.2

Approach

The investigation requires an integrated analysis between three separate but related elements:
1.

The arrangements in Waugorah Creek system to achieve inundation of Duck’s Nest Creek

2.

The proposed configuration at the Waugorah Creek regulator necessary to achieve the proposed flow
rates and inundation of the Waugorah Creek and Duck’s Nest systems

3.

Flow rates required in the Murrumbidgee River to achieve discharges into Waugorah Creek via the
proposed Waugorah Creek regulator.

The approach has been confined to a first pass, desktop, sequential assessment of the proposed arrangements
with only limited integration between the elements. The implementation phase will require on-ground survey
to confirm levels and enable detailed design of works.
This component of the investigation was undertaken prior to the 2 dimensional hydraulic modelling set out in
section 3 of this report. Further iterations of the Waugorah – Duck’s Nest analysis with the results of the
hydraulic modelling would assist in the refinement of inundation extents, watering demands, Murrumbidgee
flow rates and infrastructure requirements.

2.3

Arrangements to achieve inundation of Duck’s Nest from Waugorah Creek

Duck’s Nest Creek is an abandoned (prior) course of the Murrumbidgee River in the vicinity of Waugorah
Creek. It lies perched on the floodplain. Prior to clearing and agricultural development, the system was
inundated via events through Nap Nap Station. For the purpose of this analysis and the SDL adjustment
process it is proposed that watering be achieved without reliance on flows from and through Nap Nap Station.
However as the Duck’s Nest system does not occupy the lowest part of the floodplain it is difficult to inundate.
Investigations by Biosis and others in the similarly perched areas of Uara Creek revealed the presence of
indigenous artefacts on and adjacent to the natural levees abutting the watercourse. Such assessments have
not been undertaken along the Duck’s Nest system, none the less such artefacts could be expected to be
present. Excavations in and or near the natural levees of Duck’s Nest, with the potential for such artefacts to
be present, may not be appropriate and would require significant further investigations. As a consequence
and for the purpose of this assessment into watering options for the Duck’s Nest system, only options that do
not require excavation of the natural levee of the Duck’s Nest Creek have been investigated
For the purpose of this assessment, we have used available LiDAR topographic survey to establish the water
level that would be needed on the floodplain near Waugorah Creek in order to provide effective flow
connection to the Duck’s Nest Creek. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 1 revealing that a water
level of RL 69.0 m AHD will provide the required connection to Duck’s Nest Creek.
At RL 69.0 m AHD it can be seen from Figure 1 that flows spread out across a portion of the floodplain, but are
contained by an existing levee on the western boundary of the Nimmie Caira area and higher ground to the
east. Discharge into Duck’s Nest Creek is the prominent discharge point with these constraints in place. It may
be necessary that any outlets or regulators in the western levee be maintained in the closed or a ‘choked’
position for flow into Duck’s Nest Creek to be achieved.

2

The existing regulator at the Waugorah Creek offtake (Figure 3) comprises a single gate structure
approximately 2.5 m wide x 2.5 m high. There are signs of scour around the sides of the structure. Due to its
limited capacity, and threats from erosion, it is proposed that the structure be replaced. The invert of the
existing regulator is not known.

Figure 3. Existing Regulator at Waugorah Creek

2.4

Arrangements at Waugorah Creek regulator to achieve flow rates

Based on available information we estimate the invert level of the existing regulator to be at approximately
68.8 m AHD. Significant excavation works would be required to lower the invert of the regulator. For the
purpose of this assessment, we propose that the invert of the regulator remain at its current elevation.
It is proposed that this regulator have the capacity to discharge 200Ml/d in 40% of years for a period of many
weeks and 800Ml/d in 14% of years, again for many weeks. To enable such flows we propose the adoption of a
structure comprising 4 x 1.8 m wide gates. The required water surface elevations in the Murrumbidgee River
required to achieve these flow rates are shown in Figure 4. (These assume a 0.1 m head loss through the
gates).

River WL (m AHD)

Waugorah Inlet Regulator - 4 x 1.8 m w gates
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Figure 4. Discharge values through Waugorah Inlet Regulator (Mungery) for Murrumbidgee River Water Levels

For targeted flows of 200 ML/d and 800 ML/d the corresponding Murrumbidgee River levels need to be 69.5 m
and 70.4 m AHD respectively.
A cost estimate for such a structure is provided in Table 1.
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2.5

Flow rate in Murrumbidgee to achieve proposed flow rates into Waugorah

An existing Mike 11 hydraulic model of the Murrumbidgee River was made available and used to develop a
rating table for the Murrumbidgee River at the location for the proposed Waugorah Creek regulator. The
rating table was developed to identify the minimum flow rates required in the Murrumbidgee River needed to
achieve the desired discharges through the regulator. This rating table is shown in Figure 5. A flow rate of
125m3/s (11,000ML/d) would be required in the Murrumbidgee River to achieve a flow of 200ML/d through
the proposed regulator (i.e. with a Murrumbidgee River water surface elevation of 69.5m AHD). A flow rate of
at least 170m3/s (15,000ML/d) would be required in the Murrumbidgee River to achieve a flow rate of
800ML/d through the proposed regulator (i.e. with a Murrumbidgee River water surface elevation of 70.4m
AHD) .
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Figure 5. Murrumbidgee River rating table at location of proposed Waugorah offtake

We have not undertaken a spells analysis to identify the occurrence of events that have the capacity to meet
these flow rates for extended periods of time (i.e. to meet intended watering requirements). A simple flood
frequency analysis reveals that flow events with these peak rates occur on a regular basis, and more frequently
than every 2 to 4 years (refer Figure 6).
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Figure 6 Flood frequency analysis for Murrumbidgee River downstream of Maude Weir (Station 410040
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3

Integrated inundation extents

3.1

Purpose of analysis

Inundation extents were developed for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga National Park SDL adjustment Business
Cases. However there were gaps in the analysis and the inundation extents had not been combined to
represent integrated watering regimes across the landscape. In particular due to time constraints the
inundation extents for a major (black box) watering event in Yanga National Park had not been included into
the model runs undertaken for the Yanga National Park. This broader inundation extent is required for both:


the estimation of watering extents under the Benchmark and Proposed arrangements and



the identification of floodplain inundation extents for a number of base data intended for use in
subsequent ecological elements analysis.

Major event modelling

3.2

A two dimensional hydraulic model was used to simulate a flood in Redbank including Yanga National Park.
The model was run for the peak discharge of the 10 year ARI event.
The model used was based on a MIKE21 model of the Yanga National Park developed by SKM for the RERP
program in 2010. The model includes both Yanga National Park and North Redbank to correctly balance
floodwater volumes across the left and right bank floodplains of the Lower Murrumbidgee. The model includes
the flow controls present within the Yanga floodplain in 2010, including embankments (as forced breakpoints
taken from the 1m LiDAR data), regulator structures. It also includes an approximate representation of the
river channel in the 2D grid. In order to speed up the simulation time of the model, the existing model was
converted to a MIKE21FM (Flexible Mesh) GPU processing-enabled model. The bathymetry from the original
model was enforced, to minimise error in conversion from finite difference to flexible mesh.
The peak inflow at the upstream end of the model adopted for the run was identified from a flood frequency
analysis of historical flow records for the Murrumbidgee River. The flood frequency analysis for the flow record
downstream of Maude Weir (site 410040) was obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology Water Data Online
website. This analysis, which is based on a 40 year record, indicates that the 1 in 10 year flood event peak at
this point of the Murrumbidgee is approximately 24,200 ML/d (Figure 6).
The proposed flows through the Yanga regulators (1AS, 1ES and Waugorah) were extracted from the river
channel adjacent to the regulator and directed into the adjacent floodplain. The remaining river flow is
simulated in the simple 2D representation of the river channel in the model. Where the river discharge
exceeds bank capacity, the model allows water to spill out of the river and into the adjacent floodplain. Return
flows from the floodplain to the river may also occur further down the floodplain as the floodplain fills.
Open water evaporation and infiltration losses were not enabled in the model for this modelling. Field soil
surveys carried out for RERP indicate typical seepage saturated loss rates of 1-2 mm/hour within Yanga.
Boundary conditions adopted for the event include




3000Ml/d from Murrumbidgee River running into the Nimmie Caira from Maude Weir comprising


1500Ml/d through the northern floodway and out into Yanga through Tala Lake



1500Ml/d through the southern floodway comprising


100Ml/d down Uara Creek



1400Ml/d straight to Yanga through Tala Lake

800Ml/d from the Murrumbidgee River to be discharged via the Waugorah


200Ml/d to run down Waugorah (refer note below)
7




600Ml/d to run down the Ducks Nest system (refer note below)

800Ml/d from the Murrumbidgee River discharged via IAS and IES comprising


600Ml/d from 1AS



200Ml/d from IES

The peak depth map from the simulation is shown in Figure 7. This shows the peak outline for the event, with
the river flow reaching a steady peak.
Note: While a flow split of 600Ml/d for Duck’s Nest Creek and 200Ml/d for the Waugorah Creek was desired
for the purpose of the SDL adjustment proposal, this flow split was not ‘forced’ in the model. The actual flow
split between Duck’s Nest and Waugorah Creek and the inundation extents in these systems has been
identified through the model run.

Figure 7 Maximum depth outline for 1 in 10 year ARI flood event downstream of Maude Weir (source DHI)
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Note: There is a Black box area off the southern floodway included in the 14%, proposed Nimmie Caira
inundation extent. The inundation extent for this area assumes the following requirements are met:




Infrastructure requirements: block bank included at end of Nimmie Caira southern floodway
o

This would be used to divert flows into the Black box area

o

There may already be such a structure in place that requires modification

o

This is required as water should not enter this are for the 40% event, which has the same
flow rate (1,500 Ml/d)

Operational requirements: after the 1,500 Ml/d floodway flow down the southern floodway, the
structure (mentioned above) will be operated to send water (approximately 600 Ml/d) into this Black
box area

Note that these requirements were not discussed in the Nimmie Caira Business Case.
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Figure 8. Benchmark: 95% event

Figure 9. Proposed: 95% event
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Figure 10. Benchmark: 50% event

Figure 11. Proposed: 50% event
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Figure 12. Benchmark: 40% event

Figure 13. Proposed: 40% event
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Figure 14. Benchmark: 14% event

Figure 15. Proposed: 14% event
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** Overbank flows refer to any land within the Yanga or Nimmie-Caira area that is deemed to be inundated by
the overbank flows, as shown in the major event hydraulic modelling (performed by DHI). This area is then
converted to a volume by using the model results (area multiplied by depths for each cell result). In addition to
this volume, an allowance is made for losses.
At the request of DPI Water, the volumes discharged via overbank flows have been split into (allocated to) the
two project areas (Yanga and Nimmie-Caira). This split has been performed using the proportional volume to
fill (area multiplied by depth) shown in the modelling. For Benchmark the overbank water has been allocated
to the Yanga and Nimmie-Caira on an 80: 20 split (i.e. 80% Yanga and 20% Nimmie-Caira). For the proposal the
Yanga inundation extents do not change between the benchmark and the proposal and as a consequence the
volume allocated to Yanga have been assumed to be the same as that for the Benchmark volume. The
remaining volume of overbank flow required for watering under the proposal has been allocated to the
Nimmie-Caira area.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.

This approach to the allocation of overbank water does not represent how water moves between the
Yanga and Nimmie-Caira.
The watering volumes have not been split (allocated) between the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga for
releases made via the Maude Weir and Waugorah Creek regulator.
An increase in watering volume (over that presented in the Nimmie-Caira Business Case
development) has been identified for the proposed rehabilitation areas in the Nimmie-Caira. Some of
the increased volume is due to the volume to fill these areas and soil wetting (as per the Business
Case), and some of the additional volume is due to the evaporation over these areas. The evaporation
volume for these rehabilitation areas was not considered in the business case. However, this
assumption has been altered for this iteration to align with assumptions for the other wetland areas.

Spatial layers of the inundation extents have been provided in a raster format (see Appendix B). These rasters
were developed from the original polygons (shapefiles). The areas provided in the above tables are based on
the polygons (shapefiles). The rasters provided have a 20 m x 20 m cell size, therefore there may be some
minor and insignificant differences in areas between the quoted values above, and the spatial layers (rasters)
provided.

4.4

SFI equivalence

The flood extents and watering requirements set out in this report need to be referenced to site-specific flow
indicators (SFI’s) developed by the MDBA for the SDL adjustment process. The SFI’s developed by the MDBA
are set out in
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Table 5.
Table 6 sets out the relationship between the MDBA’s SFI’s for the Lower Murrumbidgee River and equivalent
events proposed for the Nimmie-Caira and Yanga areas.
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5

Ecological elements spatial layers

A set of revised ecological elements spatial layers have been developed for the Nimmie Caira and Yanga areas.
The reporting that accompanies the development of the ecological elements spatial layers is appended to this
report (Attachment A).
As requested by NSW DPI Water, the Total Floodplain Inundation layer included in this set of spatial layers,
matches the inundation extent for the proposed arrangements, for a 14% occurrence event, under the
proposed SDL adjustment arrangements.
This Total Floodplain Inundation spatial layer and the associated extent of watering does not include
inundation of an extensive area of blackbox vegetation within an area known as ‘The Fingerboards’. Prior to
settlement and development, this area of land, attached to the Yanga National Park would have been
inundated as a result of discharges from the Murrumbidgee River via the Fiddlers Creek system. Watering of
the Fiddlers Creek system has been interrupted as a result of land development (e.g. road and levee
construction) upstream of the Nimmie-Caira. The extent to which this area may receive water via overbank
inundation upstream of the Nimmie-Caira area has not been investigated and the extent to which additional
water or infrastructure may be required to achieve watering of ‘The Fingerboards’ has not been addressed or
resolved within the Nimmie-Caira and the Yanga SDL adjustment Business Cases.
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Attachment C: Amendment 1 – Murrumbidgee proposals
This amendment applies to the following proposals:
1. Nimmie-Caira Infrastructure Modifications Proposal
2. Improved flow management works at Murrumbidgee Rivers - Yanco Creek offtake
3. Modernising supply systems for effluent creeks
4. Computer Aided River Management
5.Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley National Parks
Note: this amendment applies to the Murrumbidgee component of the Murray and Murrumbidgee Valley National
Parks proposal. The Murray component, though retained in the notification, will not be modelled under the SDL
adjustment mechanism and as such will not form part of the M D BA’s adjustment determination.
The proposals are all incorporated in the NSW IQQM model of the Murrumbidgee River. This model has been
developed by NSW DPI and subsequently reviewed by MDBA modellers. The model is linked to the MDBA MSM
Bigmod as part of the overall modelling framework for the Southern Connected Basin.
The NSW projects Effluent Creeks and CARM have entitlements associated with them. NSW has confirmed that
the entitlements will be provided as a single unencumbered NSW General Security entitlement. An Inter Valley
Trade account will either be established or an existing account modified to mitigate any third party issues in terms
of reliability impacts for Murray downstream users.
SDLAAC has noted that the volume of the entitlements cannot be determined until the full modelling framework is
run on the final package of measures. As such the volumes will be determined in September 2017. MDBA modellers
have advised that the definition of the volumes will not impact on the outcome of the modelling framework (i.e. no
need for iteration).
A further amendment that defines the volumes and changes to any IVT account will be provided in September 2017.

Appendix A: Murrumbidgee model updated by NSW
The original Murrumbidgee Basin Plan Benchmark model for the SDL adjustment had a number of deficiencies
preventing the Murrumbidgee supply measures from being assessed in a sensible technical manner. MDBA received
the Murrumbidgee models from NSW which addressed deficiencies. The latest models (MDBA Trim No: D17/20418)
have been incorporated into the MDBA’s modelling framework (Rev No: 4625) to form a basis of modelling
assessment for SDL adjustment. The changes made to the model by NSW are well documented in the NSW DPI
Water reports.
MDBA has subsequently merged each of the Murrumbidgee SDLA project models into one combined model and
incorporated it into the modelling framework (Rev No: 4626).
The reports from NSW that describe these changes are set out in Attachments D and E.

Attachment C: Amendment 1 – Murrumbidgee proposals
For the part of the floodplain affected by the works, SFI 1 would be considered successful if a flow of 24,621 ML/d
for an appropriate number of days is achieved.
The inundation areas associated which each SFI flow band have been split into that part affected by the works and
that part unaffected. This provides separate hydrological assessment units (HAUs) for the assessment of Ecological
Outcome scores. Total floodplain area affected and unaffected by the works is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Total area (Ha) of the floodplain targeted by the Specific Flow Indicators, split in an area not affected by the works, and an area
affected by the work.

Mid Murrumbidgee Floodplain
Floodplain area not affected by works
Floodplain area affected by works
Total floodplain area

Inundation area (ha)
66942
26234
93176

The areas for the separate hydrological assessment units (HAU) are provided in Tables 4 and 5. The areas for the
specific flow thresholds represent the inundation area additional to the area already inundated by a lower flow
threshold.
Table 4: Inundation area (hectares) additional to the area already inundated by a lower flow threshold for hydrologic assessment units outside
the area impacted by the works.

Ecological Element
General health and abundance - all Waterbirds
Bitterns, crakes and rails
Breeding - Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding - other waterbirds
Redgum Forest
Redgum Woodlands
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Lignum (Shrublands)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short lived fish
Long lived fish

SFI Bands ML/day
26,850
34,650
44,000
6715.4
3770.8 15151.0
1538.2
290.4
551.3
6715.4
3770.8 15151.0
1538.2
290.4
551.3
2681.7
1211.3
4359.9
12.3
11.6
81.4
166.3
112.1
305.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
1525.6
285.9
507.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
1538.2
290.4
551.3
6715.4
3770.8 15151.0

63,250
41305.3
41.3
41305.3
41.3
402.7
12.4
48.4
0.0
40.6
0.0
41.3
41305.3

Table 5: Inundation area (hectares) additional to the area already inundated by a lower flow threshold for hydrologic assessment unit impacted
by the works

Ecological Element
General health and abundance - all Waterbirds
Bitterns, crakes and rails
Breeding - Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding - other waterbirds
Redgum Forest
Redgum Woodlands
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Lignum (Shrublands)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short lived fish
Long lived fish

24,621
15337.7
2411.2
15337.7
2411.2
10824.4
319.7
1732.4
0.0
2410.1
0.0
2411.2
15337.7

SFI Bands ML/day
31,522
39,912
3864.6
7031.3
211.9
227.3
3864.6
7031.3
211.9
227.3
2386.4
3958.3
141.4
186.2
539.9
871.9
0.0
0.0
211.9
227.3
0.0
0.0
211.9
227.3
3864.6
7031.3

56,700*
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

*The flow rate is beyond regulating capacity of the proposed works and therefore no additional benefits counted.

Appendix D: Spatial data describing the inundation extent for the Lower-Murrumbidgee reach
The figures below represent the inundated areas of the separate hydrological assessment units (HAU) for the
Nimmie Caira without rehabilitation scenario. The areas for the specific flow thresholds represent the inundation
area additional to the area already inundated by a lower threshold.

Table 6 Inundation areas in hectares for hydrologic assessment unis in the without rehabilitation scenario

Ecological Element
General health and abundance - all Waterbirds
Bitterns, crakes and rails
Breeding - Colonial-nesting waterbirds
Breeding - other waterbirds
Redgum Forest
Redgum Woodlands
Forests and Woodlands: Black Box
Lignum (Shrublands)
Tall Grasslands, Sedgelands and Rushlands
Benthic Herblands
Short lived fish
Long lived fish

175
34,362.9
7,291.5
34,362.9
7,291.5
10,964.0
801.7
6,338.7
5,446.9
6,623.8
667.7
7,291.5
34,362.9

270
968.2
97.8
968.2
97.8
157.6
31.6
196.7
299.3
96.8
1.0
97.8
968.2

SFI Bands GL
400
800
1700
2700
4,777.0 26,705.4 28,624.4 16,561.3
376.6 1,120.7 1,065.5
543.6
4,777.0 26,705.4 28,624.4 16,561.3
376.6 1,120.7 1,065.5
543.6
673.8 5,832.0 4,022.7 1,188.5
188.4 1,049.9
830.0
311.1
917.8 7,387.7 7,646.3 3,289.0
1,111.4 4,388.8 7,945.2 6,446.8
373.9 1,063.9 1,021.3
532.7
2.7
56.8
44.2
10.9
376.6 1,120.7 1,065.5
543.6
4,777.0 26,705.4 28,624.4 16,561.3

Figure 1 New Lowbidgee High Flow Effluent

The flow from this additional high flow effluent is put into a storage representing the Lowbidgee
high floodplain. The return behaviour was based on the information in the 2012 business case
for the purchase of Nimmie-Caira that approximately 3000 ML/d can drain back from the
floodplain through Yanga to the river.
This new configuration was included in the SDLA benchmark and scenarios in a three-step process:
1. The configuration and parameters were copied from the DHI IQQM model (BIDGGA02)
to the DPI WSP model (WSP05CUE).
2. The parameters were tweaked so that the annual mean flow at Balranald was not
changed by adding the new configuration (WSP05CT).
3. The tweaked parameters and configuration was then copied into the SDLA benchmark
family of models.
The matching of annual mean flow at Balranald ensures that the water return behaviour of
Lowbidgee was not changed during efforts to describe at a higher resolution how flows behave
between the known flow points at Maude and Balranald
Increasing the Order Capacity at Old Man Creek Effluent to 60 000 ML/d
This change was made by WaterNSW as part of the Yanco Creek Regulator proposal modelling.
The original Benchmark model did not include a limit on demands in the Murrumbidgee River at
the Beavers Creek offtake. A limit of 30,000 ML/day was introduced at this point in the
Murrumbidgee as part of the Tripartite modelling (DHI). Under recent changes this has been
increased to 60,000 Ml/d in all models to allow environmental flow requirements downstream to
be achieved.
Fixing Non-mass-balancing KEA Nodes.
In the original MDBA SDL model the accounting for the Key Environmental Assets (KEA) was
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simulated by using a combination of:
1. Water removed from the river using a bulk-access licence node (3.4), driven by a time
series, and returned to the model below Balranald at a pumped return node (1.2).
2. A very large volume of water (1 TL/d) added back immediately below the 3.4 node using a
tributary node (1.0).
3. The water not required to return the flow back to what it was above the 3.4 node
was removed using a demand node (3.1).
It was discovered that this arrangement can cause a mass balance error due to the numerical
problem of subtracting one large floating point number from another large floating point
number. What happens is that the net effect is “lumpy” as IQQM uses floating point numbers
with about 7 significant digits and it was found that the node arrangement could add up to 40
GL/a to the river.
To fix this problem additional functionality was add to the IQQM to allow the flow going from a 3.4
node to a 1.2 node to be “intercepted” by a 1.0 node. This allowed us to remove the very large
inflow and extraction arrangement and removed the mass-balance problem.
Adjust Nimmie-Caira Diversions to Represent SFIs
One of the key deficiencies of the original SDL model was that despite there being water ordered
with the intent to inundate parts of the Lowbidgee floodplain, there was no additional water
being diverted into Nimmie-Caira.
To compound the problem the inclusion of a pair of KEA nodes ordering to below the NimmieCaira offtake resulted in a reduction of both the surplus flow available to be diverted and the
diversions into Nimmie-Caira by previously surplus flow now being accounted as regulated flow to
meet the KEA order.
The flow that was not diverted into Nimmie-Caira remained in the river and later flow past the
gauge at Balranald and was counted as meeting some or all of the environmental requirements
there and was double counted by an external process as achieving inundation outcomes in NimmieCaira.
Returning Nimmie-Caira and Redbank Diversions to WSP Level
The first step in adjusting the Nimmie-Caira diversions to represent the SFIs was to recalibrate the
offtake control functions such that the diversions into Nimmie-Caira and Redbank were returned to
the level prior to the introduction of the KEA nodes into the model. This was necessary as the
introduction of the KEA nodes had reduced the availability of surplus flow for use by Lowbidgee
and represented a third-party impact.
Moving the Maude and Balranald KEA Nodes
It was found during the re-calibration that there was not enough surplus available at Maude to
meet the SFI requirements (and enhanced Nimmie-Caira watering requirements) and the KEA
nodes had to be moved upstream of the Nimmie-Caira offtake so that flows are seen as surplus
(and therefore accessible) by the Nimmie-Caira offtake node rather than as a regulated delivery for
some other water user.
Initially only the Maude KEA was moved but it was found that this didn’t result in enough surplus so
the Balranald KEA was also moved. This required creating a new time series of requirements offset
from the original to account for the travel time between Maude Weir and Balranald. As there is
negligible irrigator development between Maude and Balranald it is expected that any water that
was originally ordered to pass Balranald and not required to meet the Nimmie-Caira SFI will still
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pass Balranald.
The changes preserve the intent of the KEA nodes to order volumes to the end of system
in a way that builds on existing flow events to achieve SFI flow targets.
Adjusting the Volume of Storage in Lowbidgee to Represent Removing the Irrigators.
The storage volume in Nimmie-Caira system is represented in the IQQM by:
1. A 50 GL “Stock and Domestic” storage that represents the initial “loss” of the
Nimmie-Caira system. That is, there has to be an inflow of at least 50 GL before
water will return to the river.
2. The Pendlebury Buckets: two storages in series with a capacity of 325 GL each
that represent the rest of the storage of the system.
3. A by-pass function around the Pendlebury Buckets. This function
represents the progressively higher return of water to the river as there is
more water stored in the Nimmie-Caira system. This is a linear function
that by-passes 0% when the buckets are empty up to 20% when the
buckets have a combined storage of 325 GL. Above 325 GL combined
storage all of the water will by-pass the buckets.
As irrigation in Nimmie-Caira has ceased in the SDLA benchmark it is necessary to adjust
the storage representing Nimmie-Caira to reflect that water will no longer be directed
into bunded paddocks. This is required as there is a fundamental shift in the way water
will behave in Nimmie-Caira; previously water was managed by moving it from
irrigation bay to irrigation bay in such a way as to maximize the infiltration of water into
the soil profile, whereas now water will be directed to areas in the floodways where it
can do the most benefit for the environment.
To estimate the current storage capacity of Nimmie-Caira the various watering options
in the Alluvium were reviewed and based on the largest scenario, which covered all of
the floodways with an inflow of 297 GL, it was decided to use a total storage of 250 GL.
The 250 GL was divided up into a 50 GL initial loss storage (the Alluvium report also
estimated the initial loss at 50 GL) and two storages of 100 GL. The surface areas were
adjusted to represent the area of the floodways. The by- pass function was also adjusted
to pass 20% at 200 GL storage in the Pendlebury Buckets and 100% above that level.
Meeting SFIs
The Nimmie-Caira access functions were then re-calibrated to represent the NimmieCaira diversions that would be required to achieve the inundation extent that was
intended by Basin Plan, and assuming that diversions to Nimmie-Caira would now occur
during the periods that the SFI conditions at Maude were being met. The re-calibration
was done on the understanding that:
1. The SFI diversion targets (Table 1) were defined as the minimum required.
2. The SFI diversions were the sum of the diversions made through the NimmieCaira offtake and the flow entering Lowbidgee through the original high-flow
effluent and the new high- flow effluent added as part of the high floodplain
representation.
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Table 1 MDBA SFIs for Nimmie-Caira

SFI

SFI Volume - Total inflow
volume past Maude Weir (GL)
over SFI period

SFI period

Total inflow volume (GL) into NimmieCaira over SFI period

1

175

Jul - Sep

21

2

270

Jul - Sep

33

3

400

Jul - Oct

43

4

800

Jul - Oct

80

5

1700

Jul - Nov

147

6

2700

May - Feb

241

The diversions into Redbank were kept at Water Sharing Plan levels while the re-calibration was
carried out.
As discussed, the original MDBA Basin Plan scenario double counted water diverted
into Nimmie- Caira as also achieving Balranald flow targets. NSW & MDBA agreed
that the best reflection of the intent of the plan was to actually divert the water
required to achieve the nominated inundation extent, and that this would
consequently reduce apparent Balranald flow outcomes.
Adjust Water Recovery from Nimmie-Caira
The water recovery in the original SDL modelling used a uniform 27% reduction in
irrigation diversions from all of the regulated and an assumed 27% reduction in the
diversions by the Nimmie- Caira irrigators. NSW & MDBA agreed that since the NimmieCaira purchase is well known, the entire Nimmie-Caira irrigation demand should be
removed, and the remaining irrigation nodes be adjusted higher to maintain the overall
27% reduction.
Quantum of Water Recovery from Nimmie-Caira
In the original MDBA SDL modelling the water recovery assumed to have been made
from Nimmie- Caira was reduced by 41 GL/a to represent existing environmental
outcomes within the Nimmie- Caira system based on MDBA’s interpretation of the
Basin Plan requirement that protects existing planned environmental water. NSW
disputes this interpretation as it causes the Basin Plan to assert an uncompensated
property right over environmental outcomes occurring on privately held land and
through the actions of a privately held water entitlement, and that this is not
permissible under the protects against 3rd party impacts. No agreement was able to be
reached between NSW and MDBA officers, however NSW modellers identified that in
the HEADS OF AGREEMENT: AN AGREEMENT SUPPORTING THE NIMMIE-CAIRA SYSTEM
ENHANCED ENVIRONMENTAL WATER
DELIVERY PROJECT it was agreed:
“to jointly seek a review by the MDBA of the Murrumbidgee SDL, taking into
account the Nimmie-Caira Entitlement, in the context of the next available
opportunity for review of SDLs. Until that review, the Commonwealth will treat
the ‘gap bridging’ volume of the Nimmie-Caira entitlement as 132.6 GL [/a]”.
No such review has been conducted, and in the absence of an overriding agreement,
this agreement has been assumed to represent the status quo and as a result is was
necessary to increase the long- term mean diversions of the irrigators by 91.6 GL/a.2
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Adjusting the Water Recovery
As there was little time available to do the water recovery adjustment it was decided to
speed up the process by only adjusting the Coleambally Irrigation Corporation’s and the
largest group of river irrigators’ (Hay to Maude--RP13) licences and areas. The resulting
changes made are summarised in Table 2.
2

NSW is continuing to pursue this issue with the MDBA

Table 2 Changes Made for Water Recovery

Before
CIA
RP13
KEA

After

Change

Entitlement
(GL)

Area
(Ha)

(ML/Ha)

Entitlement
(GL)

Area
(Ha)

(ML/Ha)

Entitlement
(GL)

Area
(Ha)

(ML/Ha)

150.2
23.7
908.1

35900
13000
-

4.2
1.8
-

379
45
658.1

85000
18000
-

4.5
2.5
-

+228.8
+21.3
-250

+49100
+5000
-

+0.3
+0.8
-

Subsequent discussions with MDBA officers identified that MDBA has automated tools to carry
out the required adjustments more broadly and it is expected that MDBA will use their own
system when constructing the SDLA package.
Adjust the Yanco Creek Calibration
In 2012 there was a re-calibration of the Yanco-Colombo-Billabong Creeks system carried out by DPI
Water. The aim of this re-calibration was to derive a set of loss functions that would produce loss
estimates that were similar in terms of rate per unit length between reaches. The re-calibration also
created a set of residual inflows that didn’t cover the full historic time span (1890-)
These loss parameters were adopted by DHI Water and Environment and a set of residual inflows
that would cover the time span required (1895-2009) were derived by Watermation. However
during this model update process there were a number of problems with this recalibrated
parameter set:
1. Not all of the re-configuration arising from the 2012 re-calibration were carried over to
the SDLA models.
2. The time-series residuals for the second reach of the Yanco Creek did not look plausible.
A desktop review of the calibrations was undertaken by Watermation and the changes adopted by
DPI water are described below.
Adding in Missing Effluent Running from Colombo to Yanco Creek
There is an effluent that leaves the Colombo Creek just upstream of the Morundah gauge and
enters the Yanco Creek downstream of the Morundah gauge. As a result there is flow in the upper
Yanco system that doesn’t pass by a gauge until Yanco Bridge and the apparent residual inflow in
the second reach (Morundah to Yanco Bridge) is not related to rainfall and is not possible to
reproduce with a rainfall runoff model.
To fix this an effluent was added between Colombo and Yanco Creek; the offtake relationship (Figure
2) was based on the HECRAS work done by Tim Morrison. With the addition of this effluent it was
found that the second reach could be modelled without the use of a residual inflow. The losses in the
second reach were tweaked to work with the new effluent and were found to be more consistent
with the pre-2012 loss functions.
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Figure 2 Morundah Effluent

Adding in Missing Components in the Yanco Reach to Morundah.
As part of the 2012 re-calibration there were a number of additional model components added that
subsequently were not brought into the previous SDLA model:
1. Flow routing and a 25% loss on the flow passing down the Washpen Effluent.
2. Two overbank storage nodes representing surface water groundwater interaction.
As the loss functions adopted in the SDLA models were calibrated on the basis of the presence of
these two components, they were added to the model to reinstate a coherent set of parameters. A
code change was made to allow the flow from a 3.1 node to be returned to a 5.0 node (effluent
return) so that its functionality could be used to model the loss and routing. There is an issue with
the structure of the Murrumbidgee IQQM model that results in an additional 24 hours of lag in the
Washpen Effluent but it was decided that this was acceptable in light of being able to represent the
25% loss and the impacts would not be material to the proposed SDLA scenarios.
Adjusting Snowy Inflows for the Water for Rivers Entitlements
The previous SDLA scenario used a fictional demand point to represent the reduction in water
availability resulting from the Water for Rivers project. It was identified that the effects on water
allocations was representative of a reduction in Snowy inflows, however the artificial demand
continued to compete for release capacity from Blowering Dam and that this was distorting the
results. It was originally intended to adjust the time series of Snowy inflows to Blowering Dam to
represent the water owned by Water for Rivers that will be used elsewhere. Given the short time
frame available for this and the fact that the entitlement remained tied to the Murrumbidgee
resource assessment it was decided to take an alternative approach. The IQQM was modified to add
the facility to allow regulated irrigators (8.0) and bulk-access licence nodes (3.4) to pump directly
from a storage. The SDLA models were then modified to have the two WfR nodes pump directly
from Blowering and free up the access to the outlet capacity of that dam for other water users.
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Enhanced Nimmie-Caira Watering Proposal
A scenario for the enhanced Nimmie-Caira watering proposal was prepared. The without
rehabilitation option was modelled as the rehabilitation will be dealt with as a separate activity.
Creating the scenario for the enhance watering proposal require re-calibrating the access functions at
the Nimmie-Caira and Redbank offtakes such that the water diverted in to Lowbidgee would be
sufficient to meet the Alluvium targets.
Representing Yanga in the IQQM Setup
The Murrumbidgee IQQM represents the Redbank area as a single overbank storage. Based on the
inundation extent it was estimated that the Yanga (southern bank of the Murrumbidgee) component is
half of this based on the relative area of Redbank and Yanga. In the revised SDLA benchmark model the
Redbank diversions are 109 GL/a so the Yanga component was estimated as 55 GL/a.
1. Based on an estimate of the increase in diversions required to meet the Alluvium enhanced
watering it was initially estimated that the Yanga component would become 75% of the total
Redbank diversion and the flow requirements were judged on this basis. After calibration it was
found that the Yanga component was 65% which was close enough to the initial estimate that it
was decided to not adjust this. The overall take figure for both sites is consistent with the previous
estimate of joint consumption added to the additional alluvium Yanga demands.
A more detailed representation of water balances between Redbank and Yanga requires a full hydraulic
model of the area between Maude and Balranald and this is outside the scope of the SDLA projects
Interpreting the Alluvium Watering Requirements
While attempting to configure the offtakes into Nimmie-Caira and Redbank it was found that meeting
more of the highest flow class targets resulted in a reduction in the number of lower flow class targets
being met. As a result it was decided to use a configuration that resulted in missing 4 high flow events
but meeting 6 more medium flow class events.
No attempt was made to determine the relative environmental value of the events and the highest
event count was chosen for consistency with the SDLA ecological elements equivalence scoring
mechanism.

Net Effect of Changes
Table 4 shows a summary of the statistics obtained from the original BDL and SDL, and the revised
benchmark and project proposals.

Caveats
As there is a large change in the flows going into Lowbidgee and the purpose of those flows there is a
high degree of uncertainty in the prediction of return flows from Lowbidgee.
The fundamental difficulty of modelling Lowbidgee is that the only reliable flow data available is at Hay
and Balranald Weirs; the intermediate stream gauges do not necessarily measure all of the flow and only
the regulated flow into Nimmie-Caira is directly measured. As a result of the distance between the
measuring points and the flat topography in the area there is little constraint on the paths that water
takes from Hay to Balranald as it could be passing through Nimmie-Caira or passing down the
Murrumbidgee but overbank. The Lowbidgee model was calibrated so as to replicate the observed
regulated diversions into Lowbidgee and the flow passing Balranald.
The cessation of irrigation in the Nimmie-Caira area will result in a major change in the behaviour of the
water once it is inside Lowbidgee. Previously the water would be deliberately managed to maximise
infiltration but this may not be the long term management aim for future environmental managers. The
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storage characteristics adopted for this Nimmie-Caira representation represent the best available
understanding of the future environmental operations for Nimmie-Caira but these should be
reconsidered as long term environmental watering plans are developed and experience is gained in how
best to manage an environmental Nimmie-Caira.
Ongoing monitoring of the water behaviour within Lowbidgee will be an essential requirement to
improve the understanding of where the water will go.
Table 3 Enhance Nimmie-Caira Watering Requirements

Event
occurrence
(proportion of
successful
years)
95%

Event
duration
months

Min
Flow

Max
Flow

Event
Timing

1

0

15,000

50%

1

0

15,000

40%

3

0

15,000

14%

3

15,000

Volume required from offtakes (GL)
Maude
Weir

July to
Sep
July to
October
July to
October
May to
February

Waugorah
creek

3

1AS/
1ES

Overbank
flows

23

TOTAL

26

46

46

180

12

56

230

72

72

248
290

664

Table 4 Summary Statistics

Mean Annual (GL/a)

Regulated Diversions
(excluding TWS &IVT)
Lowbidgee Diversion

MDBA BDL

MDBA SDL

Revised
SDLA
Benchmark

Tripartite

Yanco
Regulator

Enhanced
NC
Watering

SDLA Proposals

1841

1331

1423

1469

1432

1422

292

204

290

284

286

400

Supplementary Diversions

243

156

153

148

155

155

Balranald Flow

1233

1718

1590

1578

1634

1567

Darlot Flow

324

301

283

265

248

283

Redbank Diversion
Total Inflow to Nimmie-Caira
(Diversion + Flood)
Outflow from Nimmie-Caira

105

58

109

107

106

155

230

195

265

262

269

330

34

29

93

92

96

150

Nimmie-Caira Return

15%

15%

35%

35%

36%

46%
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Background
This document follows Technical Notes on Updating the Murrumbidgee SDLA Benchmark
Model 2017 by
and discussed at a SDLACC teleconference on
XX/XX/XXXX.
Feedback was received that other States did not understand some of the reasons for
the changes made, and that it appeared that NSW was arbitrarily increasing irrigation
consumption in the Murrumbidgee system.

Brief Summary of the Nimmie Caira Proposal
The Nimmie-Caira project is a large area of floodplain in the lower Murrumbidgee on
which private land holders had construct an extensive network of channels and leevee’d
paddocks to capture and use surplus flows passing Maude. The area commenced
development in 1940 with the construction of Maude & Redbank Weirs to provide driving
head.
A joint project between the Commonwealth and NSW purchased all the land and
entitlements for the Nimmie-Caira area with the intention that the entitlements would
contribute to Basin Plan recovery, and the land use would be converted from irrigation
and agricultural uses to management for environmental outcomes.
Modelling to inform the Basin Plan included the delivery of additional flows to Maude that
were intended to increase the inundated area within Nimmie Caira as well as increasing the
inundated area in the nearby Yanga and Redbank areas and contributing to downstream
outcomes in the Murray.
The SDLA proposal is based on increasing the inundated area and better understanding
of environmental demands to increase outcomes relative to both historical conditions and
what was intended under the Basin Plan.

Relevant Issues with MDBA’s Original SDLA Benchmark
In modelling the Nimmie-Caira SDLA proposal it was found that the modelling to inform
the Basin Plan, i.e. the existing SDLA Benchmark:




Did not fully recover the Nimmie-Caira entitlement.
Did not divert additional water to increase the planned inundated area.
Incorrectly stated the inundated area during high flows.

It also became apparent that a number of significant technical errors and omissions had
occurred in the preparation of the original benchmark that made it not fit for the original
purpose and also prevented modelling of the proposal.
NSW & MDBA then collaborated on the creation of a new benchmark scenario that
attempted to meet as much of the intent of the original model as possible, and make the
minimum changes necessary to reasonably represent the proposal.

Representing Full Recovery
The original benchmark applied a universal recovery of 27% to all irrigation
nodes in the Murrumbidgee, including Nimmie-Caira, to represent a default Basin
Plan recovery.
The orginal benchmark Nimmie-Caira demand node is configured to take water
consistent with its licence conditions and at times and rates that reflect historical crop
driven demands.

We now know that the entire crop demand has ceased after the purchase, and been
partially replaced by a smaller environmental demand with different characteristics under
current conditions.
To represent this, the model removes the irrigation demand from Nimmie-Caira and
distributes it to the CIA demand node and the largest river pumper node (Hay) as a
minimal change. MDBA may elect to distribute it across all other irrigation nodes at their
discretion.
The total irrigation take in the system has been held constant in this relocation exercise
between the two benchmarks. Take from the river at the Nimmie-Caira node in the revised
benchmark represents environmental consumption, not irrigation consumption.

Achieving Basin Plan Inundated Area
The original benchmark delivered water to the lower Murrumbidgee in part to
water the surrounding floodplain area.
However, three key errors were made that make the scenario unfit for any purpose.
1. The additional water was ordered from HEW accounts and goes past the NimmieCaira offtake in the model as ordered water for a downstream purpose. The
Nimmie-Caira demand node was configured to only extract from surplus flow
events, and so did not take the additional water. NSW fixed this by moving the
HEW ordering point to above the Nimmie-Caira node and altering the node
licence rules.
2. The original inundation mapping confused wetted area in floodways that would
be ongoing and partially unregulated with wetted area in bunded high level
paddocks which was highly managed and would not continue post purchase. It
also confused water that enters overbank during high flow events and water that
is managed into Nimmie-Caira via the offtakes and circumstances of when we
had control of inundation.
NSW supplied corrected inundation mapping for SFI events, but also agreed with
MDBA
that the original mapping represented the volume that was intended to be
committed to Nimmie-Caira outcomes by the Basin Plan even though the take
had not occurred in the model due to a configuration error. MDBA supplied a table
of estimated take volumes for SFI flow events, and NSW configured the revised
benchmark Nimmie-Caira node to take water during SFI events to at least the
level indicated by the table.
The Lower Murrumbidgee SFI’s overlap as the size of the event increases, and the
Nimmie-Caira node does not have foresight, so it will try for higher SFI’s
whenever a KEA/SFI flow event is happening.
Not all SFI events targeted takes are achieved and some SFI events take more
than the notional volume intended.
By comparison, MDBA used foresight to plan a fixed time-series of ordering and
then take that was intended to provide “just enough”. The use of foresight is
unrealistic and cannot be continued. NSW has attempted to balance achievement
of SFI take outcomes with failures to reflect what Basin Plan intended, and in a
way that is realisable. The approach is maintained in the proposal scenario to
ensure that the relative change for SDLA purposes is modelled meaningfully.
3. The original Nimmie-Caira node was calibrated to represent metered take by
Nimmie- Caira and considered water entering through high flow effluents as loss.
The original inundation mapping (aka Basin Plan intent) and the proposal

watering targets consider water from all sources. NSW reduced system losses
and added a high flow effluent to Nimmie-Caira to estimate this behaviour. The
modelled system water balance was maintained by adjusting the calibration such
that Balranald remained unchanged despite the addition of additional
intermediate flow paths and return behaviours.

Summary of Changes




Nimmie-Caira take has changed from irrigation to environmental in
character in the revised benchmark
Total irrigation take in the Murrumbidgee system has been held constant.
Take by the Nimmie-Caira node has changed to represent the intentions of
Basin Plan and correct a number of other errors.

Table 1 – Summary Statistics

Mean Annual (GL/a)

MDBA BDL

MDBA SDL Revised SDLA
(SDLA
Benchmark
Benchmark)
Difference

Irrigation Diversion (Districts, River
Pumpers, Nimmie Caira Irr
component, not IVT, Not TWS)

1966

1423

1423

0

Lowbidgee Environmental

159

112

290

+178

Lowbidgee Irrigation

133 *HOA

92

0

-92

Lowbidgee Total

292

204

290

+86

Balranald Flow

1233

1718

1590

Darlot Flow

324

301

283

-128
-18

Lowbidgee
Redbank Diversion

105

58

109

+51

Total Inflow to Nimmie-Caira
(Diversion + Flood)

230

195

265

+70

Outflow from Nimmie-Caira

34

29

93

+64

Nimmie-Caira Return

15%

15%

35%

N/A

*HOA – The Nimmie-Caira Heads of Agreement deems the recovery value at 133
GL until a review says otherwise. NSW disputes MDBA’s assessment, however the
review has not occurred and so the modelling reflects the current agreement.

